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Spring Carnival Pandemonium
SGA legislator
busted for
smoking pot
By Michael Walmsley
Editor-in-Chief
SGALegislator James Cotter and another
MSC student were arrested on Friday, April
26, and charged with use of a controlled
dangerous substance. At 10:24 p.m., two
Campus Police officers observed Cotter and
Michael Fortuna allegedly smoking mari
juana in lot 28 during the Spring Carnival,
said the Little Falls police department. They
were released later that night.
Cotter declined to comment and Fortuna
could not be reached for comment.
Their court date has been set for May 15
at the Little Falls Municipal Court.
Cotter has been a legislator since the Fall
1990 semester. His responsibilities are to
represent the student body at SGA meetings
and vote on all legislation that effects the
students at MSC.
In order to become a student legislator,
one is required to get 150 signatures from
undergraduate students and maintain a 2.5
GPA.

C.L.U.B. sponsored Spring Carnival: Chills, thrills, spills and a rash of arrests.

Special Campus Police Report:

Carnival sparks five
fights and eight arrests
Compiled by Tim Lenahan
Eight people were arrested during last weekend’s Spring Carnival, according to Campus
Police.
At 10:24 p.m. on Friday, two male MSC students alegedly smoking marijuana were
observed by Campus Police officers in lot 28 (See SGA, this page). They were arrested,
charged with possession of a controlled dangerous substance and released on their own
recognizance.
At approximately 1 a.m. on Saturday, three individuals were arrested and charged with
disorderly conduct when Campus Police attempted to break up an apparent dispute. Michael
Daddario, a student at William Paterson College, was also charged with resisting arrest. Two
of the individuals are juveniles.
Between 1 and 2 a.m. on Saturday, an individual was arrested for provoking groups of
people to engage in threatening and violent behavior. The individual, Seth Godfrey, is not
an MSC student.
On Sunday, two males were arrested and charged with possession of an unlawful
weapon. Campus Police noticed a car in lot 25 that had been broken into and two vehicles
leaving the scene. The officers pursued both cars and stopped one. A search of the vehicle
produced the weapon. Neither man, Dalaibor Suchy nor Joeseph Catania Jr., is an MSC
student.
Five additional altercations occured at the Carnival, each of which involved groups of 20
to 30 people. All individuals involved were escorted off the Carnival site but no arrests were
made.

Busted for 'steppin'
The men,four Mont clair State students
and a farmer student between the ages of
Correspondent
19 and 23, reportedly were celebrating
their first anniversary as members o f a
fraternity. Their activities included
Three MSC students and one former marching, clumting and singing. After the
student were arrested and charged with dis group ignored three requests to disperse,
orderly conduct on Wednesday, April 24, campus police summoned the Little Falls
according to Campus Police.
Police Department fa r assistance. Police
The four males were all in Phi Beta report that some o f the students used the
Sigma fraternity, $GA Legislator Steven walking stifles which were part o f their
H utchinson, John S trickland, Regan marching routine to strike several parked
Edwards and former student Nathaniel cars. Upon the order o f the Little Falls
Richardson.
Police, the students dropped their sticks
Diana Bucco, assistant director of public but continued verbal assaults on the of
information, released a statement regarding ficers. Four o f the men were arrested on
the incident. This release said:
disorderly persons charges. They were
At approximately 1:30 a.m (4/24), a booked and released.
Campus Police officer responded to com
The incident is being investigated by
plaints from residence hall students regard Campus Police and the dean o f students.
ing noise being made by a group o f Jive men
The four males contested the release.
in the residential quadrangle, between Bohn
Hall and Blanton Hall.
Cont. on p. 3

By Su Marchese
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World News
REGIONAL
The executive director o f Passaic
County Utilities, Anthony Ross, said
county transfer stations have had
an 18,000 ton drop off in the amount
of garbage passing through them.
Part of the decline is due to recy
cling and the poor economy. But
Ross said he suspects some Passaic
garbage haulers may be secretly
bringing their garbage to the Essex
County incinerator which charges $27
less per ton than Passaic.
Jersey City Police Officer Francis
Sharkey was shot in the face trying
to stop a robbery. The suspects were
captured and Sharkey is expected to
survive.
N ew J ersey S en ator F ran k
Lautenberg has proposed a $1.4
billion “smart highway” initiative.
The proposal is hoped to cut back on
congestion from accidents, tolls and
traffic by utilizing new technologies
instead o f road construction. Elec
tronic toll booths are among the new
systems expected to be used in the
plan.

Due to recent advances in emis
sion control and combustion technol
ogy, coal powered plants are mak
ing a comeback. Four power plants
using coal are being planned for the
state. The plants will use low-sulfur
coal to reduce the emissions that cause
acid rain.

NATIONAL
Thunderstorms rocked parts of
the Central Plains states killing at
least 33 people. About 100 tornadoes
were reported on Friday alone. Hardest
hit was Andover, Kansas where 22
people were killed.
A recent poll conducted found
only 13% of Americans believe in
all Ten Commandments, 91% lie
regularly at home and work and most
workers admit to goofing off at least
seven hours a week. According to the
poll, 72% o f Americans do not know
their neighbors, 41% have used ille
gal drugs and 31% o f m arried
Americans are having or have had an
affair.
Representative Robert Roe of
N.J. is seeking support for a new

E A T H E R
By T.S. Lawton
Windy with clouds

Compiled by T.S. Lawton

nickel a gallon gas tax. The new tax,
which would be added to the present
federal gasoline tax of 14 cents, would
raise $6.6 billion a year for mass tran
sit and road systems. Roe is head of
the House Public Works, and Trans
portation Committee.
The space shuttle D iscovery
blasted into orbit with seven astro
nauts aboard. Most of the trip, which
was delayed seven weeks due to faulty
parts, will be devoted to developing
sensors for tracking and destroying
enemy missiles. NASA also unveiled
the new shuttle Endeavor.

INTERNATIONAL
Some Kurds are returning to
Northern Iraq, moving from the
mountains to tent cities set up by
allied forces. But many Kurds refuse
to return to Iraq because they fear
reprisals by Saddam Hussein once
allied forces are replaced by U.N.
forces.
A British newspaper reported
Saddam Hussein is attempting to
rearm. Jordanian sources stated that

Hussein was setting up an operation
to illicitly acquire military technol
ogy and equipment. U.S. sources re
vealed that Hussein is smuggling spare
parts and ammunition from North
Korea and China into Iraq.
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said progress on Mideast
peace was “obviously somewhat
disappointing.” Secretary of State
James Baker had to cut short his trip to
the Middle East for personal reasons.
Neither side seemed willing to make
enough concessions to meet face to
face.
Two large earthquakes struck
Soviet Georgia. The initial quake
measured 7.1 on the Richter scale and
one of its aftershocks measured 6.2.

AH inform ation taken from The New

York Times, The Star Ledger, The
Record, The Herald-News and CNN.
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C O R R E C T I O N S

Partly to mostly clouds,
chance of late storms or showers

Sun.

1
High: 73-80

Mon.

Low: 48-54

Variable clouds,
showers and storms likely,
possible pummelers
High: 45-52

Low: 37-45

The attributions to Sgt. Debra Newcombe of the Campus
Police in last week's article "Fights in Blanton Hall send
three to hospital" were incorrect.
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Students speak on obscene calls
By Paul Brundage
Correspondent

Several female students living in Blanton
and Freeman Halls have received obscene
telephone calls from a male claiming to be
pledging for a fraternity, according to Cam
pus Police.
Although only four females have com
plained to Campus Police so far, the number
of students that have been actually harassed
by this caller appear to be far greater.
The incidents had apparently stopped after
October until April 15th. Between April 1518, two female residents in Blanton and Free
man Halls received calls from a male who
identified himself as “John”. He claimed to
be pledging for a fraternity and needed to get
girls to watch him strip.
One Blanton female resident, a 24-yearold senior who wished to remain anonymous,
said she received a call from a male who
identified himself as “John” about two weeks
ago. She said he claimed to be a pledge of the
Senate Fraternity at MSC and that he needed
to strip for her to prove himself to his brothers.
He offered her $40 for her help. She said that
she refused to take money, but agreed to meet
him outside of Blanton Hall.
“I believe he must be an MSC student

because he knew exactly where Blanton Hall
was. He never needed directions,” said the
student.
“At first I was scared to get into his car,
but I did get in when he let me hold his keys
(a different set than the ones in the car's
ignition)," she said.
He drove her to a parking lot behind
Blanton Hall, she said, and “John” got un
dressed saying “you have to see how big I
am.
After fully undressed, “John” turned on
the radio of the car and began to masturbate,
asking her many obscene sexual questions.
“He seemed nervous, like he had never
done this before. He asked me to touch him,
but I refused and he was not forceful,” she
said.
After finishing, “John” drove the Blanton
resident back to her dorm and dropped her off
untouched. He asked her to keep the incident
a secret and drove away. The incident was
never reported to Campus Police.
She said that “John” was always asking
her for female residents' phone numbers. He
is targeting freshmen females that are in so
rorities or pledging. Apparently, he believes
they will be more willing to go along with his
act.
A 20-year-old female Freeman resident
said that “the caller” called her last October
and claimed he was instructed by his frater

ZBT member assaulted
while leaving Carnival
By John Tibbetts
Staff Writer
A Ze ta Beta Tau (ZBT) fraternity member
was assaulted while trying to enter his car on
Friday, April 26, from the carnival with three
other ZBT members, according to Scott
Ammaturo, a member of ZBT. No charges
have been filed with Campus Police at press
time.
Ammaturo said that he and three of his
fraternity brothers, Kevin Toolan, John
Rothman and Scott Sheppard, were on their
way to their car when they observed two
males, who were with a group of six others,
yelling at each other by Rothman's car.
Rothman accidentally bumped into one of
the men while trying to enter the car. The
other male turned around and hit Rothman,
who fell to the ground. Another came over

and kicked Rothman in the head.
“There were at least eight people there. I
have no idea if they were from MSC, but I
have never seen them before,” Ammaturo
said.
Ammaturo said he ran over to the male
who kicked Rothman and began fighting
w ith him . Tw o other m ales jum ped
Ammaturo, then Toolan pushed the other two
away, Ammaturo said.
One of the other guys said that the police
were coming and they jumped in their cars
and took off, telling the ZBT members to
“meet them in the park” presumably to finish
off the altercation, Ammaturo said.
Campus Police arrived about three min
utes after the other eight left. Rothman is in
good condition and did not need to be taken
to the hospital. The fraternity members have
not decided if they are going to file a com
plaint, Ammaturo said.

Thursday, May 2,1991

nity brothers, because he was pledging, to
call random phone numbers and ask girls to
paddle him. The female, a junior who wished
to remain anonymous, did not report the
incident to Campus Police because she said,
“he wasn’t abusive. It was pretty funny and
he seemed so desperate.”
At the caller’s request, she even gave the
phone number of a suite-mate to him. He
called the suite-mate and asked the same
questions in the same order. The junior ad
mitted that it seemed like a fraternity prank,
but she did get a little concerned when other
Freeman residents confessed to receiving
similar phone calls. “He claimed he needed
many girls' phone numbers at school, and
apparently he got them,” she said.
Campus Police believe that the calls from
last October and this April were done by the
same person because the incidents follow the
same pattern of a pledge trying to become a
member of a fraternity. Also, all reported
calls involved a male either offering money
to a female witness that would watch him
strip, or a male bragging about the size of his
penis.
“John” has been described as a male Cau
casian, light brown hair, 5' 11' ’ 201 lbs., with
very fair skin. He usually claims that he is a
sophomore. Sgt. Newcombe of campus po
lice urges anyone receiving calls of this na
ture to notify Campus Police immediately.

Steppin' from p. 1
Hutchinson claims that they did not
damage any vehicles, as Campus Police
claimed. “If we hit the cars with our staffs,
why weren’t we arrested for vandalism and
why wasn’t there any damage to vehicles
reported?” he said. “Campus Police blew
this thing out of proportion and this was not
the first time.”
Richardson said that some fraternity
brothers had just finished step practice off
cam pus and were returning home.
Richardson explained that stepping is a
form of dance that is done for competition.
“We walked from Freeman Hall down
to Blanton Hall dropping off brothers as
we went,” Strickland said. The four males
were then approached by students who
asked if they could ‘step’ for them.
Hutchinson said that Campus Police
arrived and asked them to leave immedi
ately, but did not mention their noise level.
Strickland said, “Campus Police fol
lowed us all the way to Clove and told us to
hurry up.”
The four males made some sarcastic
remarks to the officers, but only after being
provoked by their comments to hurry up.
The four individuals were met by a
Little Falls police officer at Clove Road.
They were asked to relinquish their batons
and then were handcuffed and arrested.
Campus Police declined to comment.
Hutchinson said, “We were arrested
and handcuffed for two and a half hours. I
asked why we were being handcuffed and

■'V . '■ l '

Blanton Hall
bomb scare caller
sentenced and
fined
Toni Ann Bernardo
Staff Writer________________________
An MSC student arrested in March for
making bomb threats to Blanton Hall was
sentenced April 19 in Hawthorne Munici
pal Court, said Sgt. Debra Newcombe of
Campus Police.
Michael McQuade, 19, was sentenced
to two years of supervised probation under
psychiatric care and $1145 in fines and
court fees. He was originally charged with
making terroristic threats but plea bargained
to a lesser charge of harassment.
Margaree Coleman-Carter, director of
Residence Life, said, “If after the judge
beard the facts and the circumstances of the
case he felt that this was the appropriate
sentence, then from a legal standpoint, I
would agree.” She did add that, “Adminis
tratively, I expected him to get the maxi
mum penalties because of the impact it had
on the community.! hope this sanction will
serve to rehabilitate him and be a deterrent
to other people who consider doing the
same type of behavior.”
Donna Altieri, a Blanton Hall resident,
agreed with the sentence. “H e’s getting
psychiatric help. He just made a mistake
and now he’s paying for it.”
the Campus Police officer said that he had
heard of instances where police officers
have been killed by their suspects for not
having them handcuffed. Another officer
claimed that this was not a racial incident
because he 'had a lot of black friends.'
“The reason why we were arrested was
because Campus Police confused our staffs
for violent weapons. It is stupid that officers,
working with such a diverse student body,
can’t try to understand various cultures,”
he said.
“This is not the first time that an Afri
can-American organization that was ‘step
ping’ in the quad has been harassed by
Campus Police. There was a prior incident
where an organization was ‘stepping’ in
the quad and Campus Police arrived with
night sticks, and local police came with
their guns drawn,” he added.
Hutchinson also said that there was
another instance when a United Greek
Council organization was having a party.
When the party was over, several people
were talking outside. No violence occured
but the Campus Police reported to Dean
James Harris’ office that there was a riot.
Dean Martin, who is still investigating
the incident, said that people have different
perceptions of what sticks may be used for.
Are they clubs, sticks, staffs, or batons?
Given certain situations, people will react
differently. Campus police reacted to their
perception accordingly.
Richardson said that stepping is a form
of dance and is not used to promote violence.
The students plan to use this idea of non
violence as a defense at their arraignment
on May 15, 1991.____________________
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5-2 Thu. Art Forum Lecture; Hope Shadow, photographer and founder of the
Artiat/Homeless Collaborative, free, 3-5p.m., Calcia Auditorium.
5-3 Fri. Careers in Toxicology: a symposium, free but need reservations,
9:30a.m., Richardson Hall room 120. 893-4397

Compiled by Jim Aquavia

County sheriff and six police
departments respond to fight
On April 27 at about 3 a.m., there was a dispute between two large groups of males in front
of Bohn Hall. When Campus police arrived at the incedent, they were approached by a male
who claimed he was hit in the face with the butt of a gun. Little Falls, Clifton, Montclair,
Wayne, West Paterson, Cedar Grove Police departments and the Passaic County Sheriffs
department all responded to the scene. The individual was not found and no arrests were made.

HARASSMENT:
April 25 between 9:00 p.m. and 9:50 p.m. a female student was harassed by a male student
speaking and acting in an alarming way. The victim later identified a male in a photo lineup
who had previously been arrested by MSC police for criminal trespassing in the Student
Center.

THEFT:
April 26 between 12:00 p.m. and 12:45 p.m. a guitar left unattended in a McEachem Hall
practice room was stolen.
Between 6:15 p.m. on April 26 and 12:30 a.m. on April 27, stereo components, a leather
jacket, a 35 mm camera, an IBM computer, printer and monitor and $60 cash were stolen from
a room in Bohn Hall.

VANDALISM:
Between 10:30 p.m. on April 26 and 2:30 p.m. on April 27, a 1987 silver Subaru was
sprayed with black paint.
Between 11:00 p.m. on April 26 and 3:15 a.m. on April 27, the window of a 1986 Chevrolet
was smashed and the gas cap removed.
Between 11:00 p.m. on April 26 and 12:45 a.m. on April 27, the doors of a 1988
Oldsmobile were kicked in.
April 29 between 8:00 p.m. and 12 a.m. on April 30, a food service van parked on the west
side of College Hall had its window smashed.
April 26 at 2:45 p.m. Campus Police received a call from a dorm director who obtained
a plastic bag containing a small amount of marijuana that a maintenance person saw dropped
by a male student walking across the quad. The man was not located.

El departamento de Español
presenta obra Teatral

5-4 Sat. Panel Discussion; No Glory in W ar The Vietnam Era, /ree, 9-lla.m.,
Student Center Annex rm. 126.
5-6 Mon. Conference; Enviornmntal Policies for Sustainable Growth in
Africa, free for students, faculty, and staff, 8:35a.m.-3p.m.,Kops Lounge. 893-7299
5-8 Wed. Families and the Future by Sally Bould, University of Boulder, 7:30
p.m., Kops Lounge at Russ Hall.
5-9 Thu. Art Forum Lecture: Hugues Fontaine, independent filmmaker and
photographer from France, free, 3-5 p.m., Calcia Auditorium.

F I L M / T H E A T E R
5-2,3,4 & 5-9,10,11 The Life and Adventures o f Nicholas Nickleby, and
adaptation of Charles Dickens' story by David Edgar, $3 SO students, $6 staff,
faculty, senior citizens, and alumni, $7SO standard, 8p.m., 2:15 p.m. matinee on 53 & 10, Memorial Auditorium.
5-3 & 4 Film: Citizen Kane, free, 8p.m., Calcia Auditorium.
5-5 Sim. film/discussion: Full Metal Jacket by Stanley Kubrik,/ree, 7p.m.,
Calcia Auditorium.
5-6,7,8 Dance Collage, put together by MSC dance majors and guest artists,
$3 students and senior citizens, $4. standard, 8p.m., Morehead Hall. 893-7080
5-6 Mon. Dance/Theaten Prometheus and Aphrodite, by MSGs Joelle Van
Sickle and Jeffrey Fiske, free, begins at the fountain in front of the library.
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5-4 Sat. band:The Street, free, 7:30p.m. in front of Freeman Hall.
5-4 Sat. Montclair State Choir, $5 donation toioards the McEachern Music
Fund, 8p.m., Union Congregational Church, 176-Cooper Ave., Upper
Montclair.
5-5 Sun. Class 1 Concerts outdoor jam with The Alarm and two other
bands, free, noon-5p.m., Amphitheater.
5-7 Tue. Montclair State Jazz Ensemble, free, 8p.m., McEachem Recital
Hall.
5-9 Thu. Don and Debi Gatlyn, worship concerts, free, 7:30p.m., Student
Center room 411.

5-2 Thu. Alumni Senior Reception, free, 6:30p.m., Kops Lounge in Russ

For the benefit of our readers who are not yet fluent in English, The
Montclarion is printing an article in Spanish weekly.

Hall.

profesores del colegio. Entre ellos participa
la profesora de español, Diana GuemárezCruz, que como ya sabemos es una de las
D entro de las actividades para la personas que mas preocupación tiene por
comunidad de habla hispana, el próximo 6 de difundir la riqueza cultural de Latinoamérica
mayo a las 7 p.m., se llevará’ a cabo la y España, ya que ella desempeña un papel
representación de la obra teatral titulada, “Una muy importante en la creación de la nueva
Mariposa Blanca” de la escritora chilena revista en español que próximamente se
G abriela Roepke. Este espectáculo se publicara en MSC. En el reparto esta también
escenificara en el “C alda Auditorium” de Laila Rodríguez quién es conductora del
programa musical “Nuevos Sonidos del Sur
MSC.
La representación esta a cargo del grupo de la Frontera,” el cual es transmitido
teatral “Thespis” dirigido por Felicidad dominicalmente por la estación de radio de la
Obregon, profesora adjunta del departamento escuela “ 101.5 WMSC-FM.”
El dinero recuadado sera para el fondo de
de Español-Italiano, quién también actúa en
la obra. Y bajo la producción de la Dra. Ana ayuda para los ñiños desamparados de la
Rambaldo, profesora de español del plantel. Patagonia en Argentina.
Esta actividad muestra el constante Ínteres
“Una Mariposa Blanca” es el drama de
del
departamento de Español, que siempre
una mujer en la búsqueda de un recuerdo
e
s
t
/
pendiente de fom entar la cultura
perdido en la soledad que la invade. A través
hispanoamericana
y española en el plantel.
de esa búsqueda, ella despierta inquietudes y
Si deseas pasar un rato agradable, ademas
recuerdos que parecían olvidados en las
personas que la rodean, sacándolas de la de ayudar a tan noble causa, asiste el proximo
lunes a la presentación de “Una Mariposa
monotonía en que se encontraban.
La caracterización de los personajes está’ Blanca” y aprende algo más de timismo, algo
repartida entre algunos estudiantes y mas de tu cultura.

lp.m., Richarson Hall room 120.

Por Jorge L. Cruz
Staff Writer

S

5-5 Sun. Memorial Service for Alvin Stein of the biology department,
5-5 Sim. Sunday Mass, baptism at 11a.m. and confirmation 7p.m., Kops
Lounge.
5-8 Wed. Holy Day Vigil Mass for Ascension, 7p.m., Newman Center.
5-8 Wed. Holy Day Vigil Mass for Ascension, 12:15 p.m.. Student Center
room 126.

W

E

E
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Y

Mon. Union for Lesbian Gay & Bisexual Concerns Meeting, 3 p.m.- 5 p.m.,
Student Center 418.
Tue. & Wed. Tae Kwon Do Club meetings, 7-9p.m., wrestling room in
Panzer Gym.
Wed. Conservation Club Meeting, 3 p.m. Student Cenmter Cafeteria G
Thu. Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship Meeting, 7:30 p.m. Student Center 411.
Thu. Public Telescope Night, 8-9 p.m. in front of Richardson Hall, cancelled
if weather is cold, cloudy or windy. 893-4166
Sun. Mass, 11 a.m. Kops Lounge.
Sun. Mass, 7 p.m. Newman Center.

Events are subject to change without notice.
Canlendar events are due In The Montdsrlon by 4 p.m. Tue.
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“Q U ICK FAST CASH THIS FALL?”
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W ith th e h it'll cost o f co lle g e it p a id to
becom e a N a il T e c h n ic ia n . I c o m p le te d
th e m a n ic u rin g co urse last s u m m er.
Now 1 a tte n d C o lle g e a n d w o rk p a rt
tim e. W h o W'otild have th o u g h t I c o u ld
d o b oth.

“CAPRI DID, THEY BELIEVED IN ME!”

WE HAVE YO UR CAREER
N A IL S • H A IR • S K IN

W E’RE O N SCHEDULE
Y O U R S . D a y a n d e ven in g classes.

TUESDAY NIGHT, is Win« Night! C hicken W ings 10 « ea.
Y ou’ll never fly cheaper than this!

WE C A N PUT Y O U THERE

Donna
Morgan
Paramus

L ife tim e jo b p la c e m e n t service.

THURSDAY NIGHT, Beer Blast... 10 p.m. - 1 a.m.
A djusted Prices for Muggers!!

C A P R I H O T L IN E 1-801 O-BE C A P R I
FRIDAY NIGHT, May 6th — OPEN STAGE NIGHTS
Clifton
772-4610
Paramus
843-0990

Bricktown
920-3600
Raritan
526-4992

Kenilworth
964-1330
No. Haledon
423-2500

“ F i n e F o o d a t A f f o r d a b l e P r ic e s ”

Tell M e M ore!

I Under New Management
■ Featuring Chef Ken Hogh
l Dinner Served 7 Days A Week!
■ Lunch Served 6 Days A Week
l Full Course Dnners P LU S Daily Blackboard Specials

Name
Address
C ity ___

State

O pen Stage Night T w ice a M onih o n Fridays!

Zip

Phone
Mail to: Capri Institute • 1595 Main Ave • Clifton, NJ 07011

400 Centre Si. (at Franklin) Nulley. N]
Most Major Credil Cards Accepted

661 “2026

Am ple Parking

:
J
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PLAYERS
N o m in a tio n s for
*91 _ *92 E lections
M onday, May 6,1991

E veryone is
w e lc o m e .
Watch 4 Montclair State's literary and ^ rts Magazine
during the week of May 6th.
We are Oow accepting submissions for the Fall 1991
issue until the end of October. So don't miss it!!

Rm 118

Student Center Annex

4:00 PM
Players is a Class O ne of the SGA
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PteeideHi-Karen Kaczynski
*Véce P u eid a tt-Lisa Mullane
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'Pled$e4MotAer-Yje\\y Gibson

Social 04*n-]anm e Waugh

'puHcOiateitty, ¿££t^»-Jennifer Heerwagen
P
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Michelle Zito
y?Wee<M*^-Stacey Edelstein
Special /^W m -K im berly Constantino
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presents

The Life and flduentures of

D on't keep it in sid e
Tell som eone today!

llicolas lUcklebg
Compelling characters come to life
in a bygone era

tJALL THE DROP-IN C
Whether
you need
information,
peer counseling,
or just
to talk, it
is strictly
between you
and the
Center located
between
Richardson Hall
and the Student
Center.
.(j -j I)î u\' i
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may H and 9-11 at 8pm
may 3 and ID at 2:15pm
M E m O R I f l L f l l l D I T O R I U m
for more information and resenrations call 893-5112
100000000000000000000000090000000000000

The Higher Institute of
Philosophy
The University of Leuven (Belgium)
offers
Complete Programs in Philosophy
From a One Y ear Certificate in Philosophy
to the Ph.D.
.
All courses are in English
Tuition is 15,000 Bf/Year (+/-$500)

100900000000000000000000000000000000000
The Secretary, English Program
Kardinaal Mercierplein 2
B-3000 Leuven, BELGIUM
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the college was hoping to avoid
a strike, while five years ago,
some students were learning

Ik

how to strike back...

April 30,1981
’No strike expected"

Despite a vote that favored a strike, die American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) at the eight NJ state
colleges didn't appear to be gearing up for actianbefore their
contracts expired in June. The union and the state bad been immersed in negotiations
for five months over proposed contracts for following school yeans. The state offered
a four and a half percent increase in raise for the first year of the two-year contract,
followed by a four percent increase the second year. James Keenen, president of the
local AFT at MSC, said that talks would continue throughout the summer.

"Workshop gives rape victims courage and support"
Essex County Assistant Prosecutor Robert Laurino spoke at a date rape
prevention workshop on campus. Laurino estimated that only one out o f four rapes was
actually reported. He said that victims had the law on their side and he assured victims
that they would be helped and supported by the state legal system. Campus Police Chief
Jane Rich urged the audience to be confident and aware of their surroundings,especially
at night.

AXP's "Crows" reach new heights:
Fraternity receives national status
By Audrey Regan
Staff Writer
Like any consum er, W illiam Palm
shopped around for a good deal. His search
wasn ’t for the best car his money could buy or
the ripest apples per
pound. It was for a
fraternity.
“No offense to
the other fraterni
ties on campus, but
they d id n ’t have
what 1 was looking
for,” recalls the
junior photography
major. “I talked to
some friends and
we decided to start
our own.”
Back in D e
cember of 1989,
A lpha Chi Rho
(AXP) began with
15 members and
two founding fa
thers— Palm and
his friend Rob
C apasso. Now,
three sem esters
later, their gamble
has paid off: mem
bership has more than doubled, and last Sat
urday, after a week of re-pledging (or “postu
lating”), the fraternity was accepted into its
Neptune, NJ-based national chapter.

For the brothers (or “Crows,” as they call
themselves), the outcome was well worth
following “rituals” such as wearing shirts,
ties, and dress slacks for part of the week and
getting up at the crack of dawn.
“Most of the Crows were bleary-eyed and
yawning,” said junior
and ritual officer Bill
Kalmar, “but last week
end was a great honor
for all of ourefforts, and
a great achievement for
all of us.”
Kalmar explained
that during the week, the
Crows were under the
watchful eye of AXP
national consultant
Mark Williams. Besides
dressing formally, get
ting up early and wear
ing their Greek letters,
he said, the postulating
reached a climax in a
day of silence at the end
o f the week during
w hich none o f the
brothers could speak
until 7 p.m.
“All of it serves a
purpose,” he said. “It’s
not meant to seem elit
ist. These activities help show who is a mem
ber of the organization, as with any fraternity
or sorority.”
cont. on p. 10
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Residence life shows "little
people" a weekend of big fun
By Valerie Kalfrin
Outlook Editor

Ten years ago this week,

/

residents.”
Yet, Hendricks is quick to say that plan
ning went well. “In spite of everything, it was
great,” she said. “Actually, we put this to
gether in less than a semester. We looked at
the children’s needs, and went for the basic
things, something creative and entertaining.”
Things began with a continental breakfast
in Bohn at 11 a.m. on Saturday followed by
warm-up games and a talk entitled “Say No to
Drugs!” by local pharmacist Mike Falvano.
Lunch was a noon-time barbecue with arts
and crafts in the quad and a round of musical
chairs. Around 5 p.m., Mr. Giggles, a profes
sional clown from Paterson, entertained the
children with balloons and magic. Afterwards,
Cozy Farms brought bunnies to the quad and

Twenty-six year old Robyn Hendricks
played Tag, Duck-duck-goose and Simon
Says last weekend. She watched movies, had
a pizza party and a barbecue, went to the
Carnival and met Mr. Giggles, too.
She, her son, and the 98 other young
children on campus had a ball.
Hendricks, a senior and a Resident Assis
tant on the 15th floor of Bohn Hall, was one
of the organizers of this year’s “Little People’s
Weekend”—two days of activities for the
younger brothers, sisters, cousins and other
relatives of MSC students.
“It only happens maybe every three to
four years,” she said of
the event. “I think it all
started with a student
back in 1983. I’m not
really sure.”
Nevertheless, the
idea stuck in her head,
and when she began
thinking of programs to
organize for the semes
ter, being a mother, she
said, brought this par
ticular program to mind.
Twelve to 15 staff
members from Blanton,
Bohn and Freem an
Halls took part in super
vising and entertaining
“every bit of 99 chil
dren (ages two to ten)
throughout the course of
the weekend,” said the
health education major.
“A few interested resi
dents helped us adver
tise and get things to
gether. Some people
registered at the last
minute, and we also had Professional clown M r. Giggles (standing) entertains
more than enough who the youngsters at Little People's Weekend.
set up pony rides for the group. The day
wanted to register the day we started.”
The .activities were pure arts, crafts and finished off with a pizza party and cartoons
childhood fun on a budget of approximately and movies in the Bohn Hall lounge.
For the next day's events, the staff mem
$3200 that Hendricks specifically stated was
bers
were ready to move down to the lawn in
sponsored by the Residence Hall Association
and Blanton, Bohn and Freeman CHEERS front of Freeman Hall. Freeman residents
organizations. “This was definitely not funded who looked out of their front windows on
by the SGA,” she said. “They refused to help Sunday morning saw the little ones and sev
sponsor it even though it was open to resi eral R.A.’s playing parachute games and
hearing other childhood cries such as, “Red
dents and non-residents.”
Seth Leibowitz, SGA secretary, said at Rover, Red Rover, anyone in white, please
this week’s SGA meeting that the Little come over.” The weekend finished off with
People’s Weekend was open to the younger shuttle-busing the kids to the Carnival for a
relatives of residents only, and that he thought two-hour afternoon jaunt of more games,
an idea for the future would be for the residents food and amusement rides.
Hendricks herself was amused by the
to sponsor such an event for orphans.
Hendricks, however, added that she would children’s antics, as well as the responses she
like to see some cooperation between the noticed in the other helpers. “They got a great
SGA and Residence Life in the future. “We kick out of the pony rides, and Mr. Giggles
are looking for programs like this to continue, thought the kids were excellent,” she said.
Her four-year-old son Tremaine was one
and we want to open this up to make it larger
to include more organizations campus-wide. participant who especially enjoyed the extra
This time we had strong support from Resi company. “He’s probably more familiar with
dence Life. We pay SGA fees also, but it the surroundings than the other kids, but he
seems like we were primarily denied (fund had a great time,” she said, and laughed.
ing or sponsorship)...merely because we were “And I’m tired."
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AXP's "Crows”
soar to national status
cont. from p. 9
The week culminated in Saturday’s cer
emony (complete with the fraternity’s na
tional president), and was followed by a for
mal dance at the Wayne Manor.
For campus chapter president Kevin
Beegle, however, the whole ordeal hasn’t
‘‘sunk in yet,” although he adds that the mo
rale has never been higher among the 36
members. National membership, to him, is a
definite plus.
‘‘Becoming national allows us to know
more things about the chapter,” he said. “W e’ll
learn why certain things are said and what
certain things mean. W e’ll also be chartered
by the national chapter instead of being solely
chartered by the SGA.”
Their new status will also enable them to
continue their programming. AXP is a social
fraternity, but it does hold fundraisers (they
recently raffled off two compact disc play
ers), community service projects (such as
bu ilding a garden for the Day Care Center last
fall) and educational work.
“The AXP Educational Foundation gives
several scholarships to national members,”
Kalmar said.
One thing that hasn’t changed with na
tional status, though, is the need for recruiting
entry level positions. “W e’re top-heavy right
now,” Beegle said (he and most of the Crows
are juniors). “It’s up to our rush committee to
get more people to come in so they can
eventually take over leadership positions.”
At the moment, however, they’re content
to put their enterprising onholdand celebrate.
“It’s awesome,” Beegle said.

Taking time to brush up on
others' creative endeavors
Sunday, April 28, members of the Association for Creative Endeavors
(ACE) held a Calcia Appearance Improvement Party complete with
paintbrushes in hand. Together with professor John Luttropp (shown
at near right), members Jonathan LeVine, Cornelia Tucker, Michele
Nolan, Pam Graham (pictured below left to right) and Debbie Yacoubian
painted the gallery walls inside the Calcia Fine Arts Building and then
moved outside to paint over the rust on the orange metal sculpture on
the Calcia lawn.
The group will hold another improvement party on Friday, May 3,
at 1:00 p.m. to give the metal sculpture another coat of paint. Their goal
is to restore it to its original form.

All Around the Campus: The Community Speaks
Compiled by H. David Pollock

Do you feel that the violence this weekend was related to the Carnival in any way?

"Tfcrre arc fights at that Carnival every

"I wouldn't say the Carnival was the cause
of it, but it didn't help any."

"I think whenever there is a social situation
there is always room for trouble."

'It’s not related to the Carnival. Definitely too

Roger Germinder

Ulana Zahajkewycz
Junior ¡Illustration

Cara Florio

Dave Oates

Junior/Business Administration

JuniorlEnglish

Sophomore!Broadcasting
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Saturday, May 4, 1991
at 7:30pm
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TEACHING

THE
UNKNOWN GRADUATE

j o b s in
NY, NJ, PA, CT, DE, MD
Put your finger on every job, in every
district.every month. New monthly publi
cation, called Teaching Opportunities
contacts each district in Mid-Atlantic
region monthly. More than 1,000 K-12
teaching jobs listed, plus projected
openings. Who to call, salary, starting
date, certification and more provided.
Best bet: 5 issues, $52.50. 3 issues.
$35. 1 issue, $12.50. Send check or
money order to:
Teaching Opportunities
637NN Georges Road
North Brunswick, NJ 08902-3331
Save time. Call now (908) 246-7046

He didn't send graduation
announcements !
Don't let this happen to you.
Order now !

NOW available at
The College Store
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The Montclarion would like to ask the
administration of MSC why it does not remain
consistent when it comes to the policy of
releasing names of students involved in news
stories. The Right of Privacy Act gives the
administration total control over names it
deems suitable for publication, without
establishing any standard for which to adhere
to.
This is an awesome power to possess, and
is one that the administration takes full
advantage of by only submitting student
names when it is beneficial to them. The staff
of The Monclarion has been witness to this all
too often, with the most recent example being
the arrest of one of MSC’s more controversial
student legislators. The adm inistration
decided it would not release the names of the
individuals because they deemed it unfit.
This is a real injustice to the campus
community who has the right to know the
name of one of its elected officials caught
breaking the law.
It was somehow different when the student
who was calling in the bomb threats in the
dorms was caught. His name was also
immediately releasedfor publication because
it made the campus look good to see that a
severe nuisance was tracked down and
eliminated.
Yet conversely, when astudent was caught
with a gun in his dorm room, the news staff
tried extensively to acquire the name of the
individual involved but was unsuccessful.
This, again, was because a student with a gun
shows the campus in a negative light, and the

administration hoped by not putting a name
with a face, it might seem less real.
Another example of this inconsistency
came in September when 21 students were
arrested at the Clove Road apartments for
under-age drinking. The names of the
individuals involved were not released to the
paper because having so many under-age
students caught drinking on school property
makes the college seem out of
control.
/ /-'C 5
This inconsistency in
policy regarding the
printing of student names

makes it very difficult for The Montclarion to
do its job of reporting the news. It is time that
the administration set a standard for which
the releasing of names to the press can be
based upon. What is going on now needs to
stop. The administration has total control
over what names are printed without being
subjected to anything but their own opinion.
What has happened as a result is the names of
those students that tarnish the school's images
are being swept under the carpet.

Graduate students attend strike
in N Y C to form a sense of unity
Last Monday I attended a rally in New
YorkCityheldby the striking CUNY graduate
students. In their seventh day of occupying
the Midtown Graduate Center, the strikers
continued to fight against legislative cutbacks
on graduate programming and tuition in
creases which contradicted the school’s phi
losophy of “Education for the Poor.”
A crowd of people stood cheering and
shouting outside the main entrance. Speaker
after speaker took turns at the microphone
sharing their beliefs and opinions about the
situation. A majority supported the strike,
some opposed, some opposed it yet supported
the effort, and still others demanded their
right to attend classes.
The organizers of the rally pointed out
that their efforts were clearly successful. They
got the ear they wanted; the administration
finally listened. They also awoke students

from their apathy towards an issue which unanimously to continue the strike. The di
would not only affect them but the genera versity breeds insights and solutions. We
tions of students to follow, and, best of all, still, finally, only have each other when it
comes to defending ourselves against the
they got people to talk.
I was glad to attend the rally. It taught me often uncompromising policy and rule of the
that I did not have to be alone anymore. While Administration and State government. And
the decisions of The New York State Depart while we do not take over buildings, by
ment of Higher Education and the adminis pooling our resources together we can make
tration at CUNY do not directly affect my life a difference, and the Administration and
as a student, it was nice to have the hope that Government will have no other alternative
if the situation in New Jersey got so unbear but to listen to our voice.
able, the graduate students of this campus ~ We, the graduate students at Montclair,
could pull together like our fellow students at have a right to have a say in what goes on
here. Help support that right and build the
CUNY and stand up for ourselves.
The CUNY experience carried a power voice of the graduate students at Montclair.
ful message: Graduate Students Should Stick Contact the GSO and get involved!
Together! We do not all have to agree with
Howard Steng
one another. It is, in fact, better that we do not
chairperson of the GSO
all agree as it was for the New York students
who, amongst the disparity in opinions, voted

Letters must be typewritten, accompanied by a name, year,
and major, and be submitted by Monday at 3 p.m.. The
Montclarion reserves the right to edit all letters to the editor
for spelling, grammar, and brevity.
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SOMETHING’S WRONG WHEN THIS IS THE ONLY MASS
TRANSIT SYSTEM OUR GOVERNMENTIS INVESTING IN.
No matter what Washington may think, America’s energy problems won’t go away when
Saddam Hussein does.
Because the fact is, America uses far too much oil. And looking for more in our natural
wildlife preserves, the ocean, or the Persian Gulf won’t solve the problem.
But investing in long-term conservation programs will. Like mass transit. Efficient light
ing and heating technologies. Alternative sources of energy.
Andcars that get better gas mileage.
................
flREENPEACEA rn rtM
Please support Greenpeace Action. Because if you think w ---- -------y
11K-yi v
Spilling oil is a disaster, wait until we Start S p illin g blood.

1436 U S treet NW, Washington, DC 20009
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PARTY AT
COLLEGE HALL
%■

WHEN:

SU RPRISE, SURPRISE!!

WHERE:

THAT BIG TACO BELL LOOKING BUILDING
WITH THE WHITE WALLS AND THE RED ROOF.

WHY:

TUITION HIKE.

HOW:

LIKE, TOTALLY HYPED UP CRAZY SCREAMING YELLOW
BONKERS.

_____________ STA Y T U N E D !!!!!_________
03 ion »lb li .aanahaquta iaooUi&uin» cte
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'lm I A K iss Before D yin g Safire releases new album
FILM

By Laurie Jeffers
Staff Writer
By Anthony Minutella
Staff Writer

A Kiss Before Dying is the latest in a string
of suspense thrillers that have flooded theatres,
this one directed by James Dearden, the
screenwriter for 1987’s phenomenal Fatal
Attraction. Although it offers a few good
scares, A Kiss Before Dying is also a painfully
predictable chiller that seems to be a catalogue
of familiar ideas from other thrillers, from
Hitchcock’s classics to the most recent
Sleeping with the Enemy. But don’t let that
stop you from having a good time.
The plot centers around Jonathan Corliss
(Matt Dillon), a student at the University of
Pennsylvania who is on the verge of marrying
Dorothy Carlsson (Sean Young), the daugh
ter of a wealthy copper plant owner (Max
Von Sydow). In an effective - and blood
drenched - scene, Jonathan decides to end the
relationship by tossing Dorothy off a ledge.
Later, we find out Dorothy has a twin
sister, Ellen (again played by Young), who
believes her sister was murdered while the
police label it as asuicide. Somehow Jonathan
hooks up with Ellen and before long they’re
married and he’s working for her rich father.
Things start to go wrong, however, when
friends and classmates of Dorothy's threaten
to expose Jonathan. Jonathan then responds
by bumping them off, though eventually Ellen
starts to catch on and there is a brutal show
down between the two in an ending that is

almost a frame-for-frame repeat of the con
clusion of Fatal Attraction.
The story is hardly original, but the movie
has its charms. At least an attempt was made
to gradually build up tension, an element that
was sorely lacking in Sleeping with the En
emy. Dearden adds punch to this familiar tale
by providing sudden, solid shocks from time
to time that are extremely effective in
heightening the suspense. Thus the ending,
tired as it is, works well because of what has
gone on before.
Dillon is good actor, but this role is
hardly a stretch for him. Jonathan Corliss
plays like the male equivalent of Fatal
Attraction's villain, and Dillon fails to add a
fresh inventive twist on this familiar charac
ter. Young, who can be good (The Boost) or
terrible (Fire Birds), depending on the ma
terial, is a delight here and adds lots of
energy and humor to her dual role.
Despite its shortcomings, A Kiss Before
Dying is an exciting and enjoyable thriller
that could have been great if more care had
been taken with the script. The most shocking
element of the film is that you can predict the
ending - the entire ending - after watching
the first five minutes. And some of the film’s
most suspenseful moments are telegraphed
by Dearden beforehand (you know, for ex
ample, that Dillon will appear out of nowhere
in the film’s climax). In any case, don’t let
that stop you from having a good time.

Earth D ay at South Street
out some live entertainment. Anyway, all
work and no play makes the Earth a dull place
to live! The main attraction to many was the
Last year in Central Park, New York City appearance of The Fixx, Vinnie James, and
Earth Day 1990 was held. It turned out to be The Samples. Each one presented their own
a huge success, so why not go for a sequel and views about saving the earth and then led into
present Earth Day 1991 ? That’s exactly what a song. The music was definitely the high
light. It captured the spirits of the audi
happened this past Saturday at South Street
ence and sent us on a jour
Seaport. An enormous festival
ney high beyond the
full of music, environmental
clouds. In other words,
ists, guest speakers, dancers,
the music was tremen
and anyone else interested
dous! The Sam ples
in preserving the earth at
sang a song about an
tended. The function once
upsetting subject re
again proved to be a suc
lating to some living
cess!
creatures that roam the
The entire day was
earth; I personally wasn’t
aimed to open the ears and
aware
of them. Their song
minds of those who didn’t
entitled “African Ivory” is
realize how much jeopardy
about all the elephants and
our environment is in. Unlike
rhinos in Africa that are being killed
last year’s Earth Day, there were many
more environmental organizations trying to for their horns and tusks to make jewelry.
teach us all how we can save the earth now After listening to it, I personally would think
before it is too late. These organizations ranged twice about buying a piece of ivory jewelry!
There is one important message that ev
from the Rainforest Alliance, to Peta, to the
Natural Resources Defense Council. The eryone should learn from Earth Day: it’s not
entire day was out to fill our brains with just a one day event to recycle your aluminum
knowledge of our surroundings, not just to cans or to plant a tree in your backyard, it's
entertain us with famous musicians like last everyday tasks that should be taken seriously
and religiously! Remember, if there is no
year.
Even though the day to many people was earth, there is no Montclarion!
an educational experience, it did not go with
By Maria Russo
Staff Writer__________________________

Motown, and why wonder? It was written by
Safire’s idol, Michael Jackson.
“It’s my decision I’m takin’ control/ My
intuition is letting me know/ It’s time I put
myself first on the list...” "Made Up My
Mind."
“I ’ll be the one you call/ In the middle of
the night/Wipe all your tears away... A friend
to the end/ Come what may...” "Some Things
Never Change."
“Don’t waste my time/What you call love
is just a game you play/I was too blind to see/
Now you’re not fooling me...” "I Wasn't
Bom Yesterday."
I thought this album was great from the
very first song. If you love to dance or at least
like to pretend you know how to dance, then
pick up a copy of / Wasn't Born Yesterday.
After all, I wasn’t, and I ’m sure neither were
you (born yesterday, that is...). We know
good music when we hear it. *****

Safire has just released I Wasn't Born
Yesterday featuring the soon-to-be-pop-smash,
'Made Up My Mind." If you’re one of the
regular weekend club hoppers, this is just the
right album for you. For those who avoid the
clubs as much as possible, but still love a good
beat or ballad, this is also for you.
Safire did not write any of the music on this
album, but she feels she can personally relate
every song to some facet in her life. Either
way, the lyrics are very emotional and Safire
brings her feelings right into the song. She
feels certain songs are her own personal “Dec
laration of Independence,” a statement of her
search for true love, commitment, friendship,
or standing up for her (or anybody’s for that
matter) rights. “I Never Heard” is one cut I
must m entioa It’s a cross between Club and

C ouch Potato
U pdate
By George O lschew ski
After 14 seasons, CBS says adios to a
ratings amigo- “Dallas," and after 356 epi
sodes, it’s about time.
I will admit to watching the earlier seasons
(like the first two), but once the “Who shot
J.R.?” crap ended, I gave it up. Call it TV
evolution. Growth, even. It was like watching
Sesame Street, graduating to Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood, and ending up at 3-2-1 Con
tact. I outgrew it, plain and simple. And now,
the show that gave new meaning to the term
Texas Crude is getting the cowboy boot.
Let’s take a trip down Memory Lane.
Remember when:
1. The ever classic Who shot J.R. episode
that had America on the edge of its seat back
in 1980 (Hey, it was even bigger than Luke
and Laura!).
2. Ray accidentally plays pyro and torches
Southfork in 1983.
3. Good ol’ Bobby E. takes a few slugs
originally aimed for J.R. and subsequently
dies (or does he?).
4. The biggest cop-out in television his
tory. In 1986, Bobby steps out of a seasonlong dream, and we find out that all that
happened cou Id have been resolved by B obby
rapping his cowboy boots three times and
saying, “There’s no place like Southfork,
there’s no place like Southfork.”
Plus, the Ewings fell off of everything.
Horses, buildings, the wagon, you name it
Victoria Principal gets the Couch Potato
nomination for official spokesperson for
Lifecall, ousting the ever-popular Mrs.
Fletcher (I’ve fallen- and I can’t get up!)

Preggers Pam Ewing falls from a hayloft and
loses her baby, much to J.R. ’s delight in the
‘77-78 season. In the ‘78-79 stint, Ewing
secretary Julie Grey (played by GiUigan's
Island alumna Tina Louise) offers J.R.’s
nemesis Cliff Barnes some damaging files on
the Ewing clan and becomes pavement pizza
after struggling with some hoods on the roof
of her apartment.
That’s not all! Pam falls off a horse and
miscarries again for the second time in three
seasons in ‘79-80. Then, she decides to take
the plunge into the hereafter but is barely
saved by her hubby Bobby. There are more,
but you get the idea.
The final episode is going to be along the
lines of “What I f ...” What if this happened?
Here are some endings I ’d like to see:
A. J.R. wakes up in bed with Carol Alt.
It’s ALL been a dream.
B. J.R. goes into the woods with Twin
Peaks' Major Briggs and turns into an owl.
C.
thirtysomething's Gary takes J.R. for a
little ride.
D. J.R. is ruined when he writes a tell-all
book about the oil carte 1, titled, “You ’11Never
Drink Lunch In This Town Again.”
E. The Korean War ends and they all go
home.
Here and there, I might have even flipped
back to CBS and caught a few more episodes.
You know, reminisce my lost youth. After
all, I WAS eight when I saw my first episode.
But when I saw the “It was all a dream” bull
with Bobby, I said uh-uh. I ’ll get out my
videocassettes of “V-The Final Battle,” thank
you.
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oren's obscure LP's
Ten forgotten m usical treasures
By O re n S ilv e rstein
Staff W riter__________________________

5. The Pursuit o f H ap
1. J u lia n C op e S ain t
Julian
piness L ove Junk

For those of you out there who are inter
ested enough in The Montclarion to read the
by-lines that the editors provide for us writ
ers, then you realize that I ’ve been writing for
this paper for about three years. During that
time I ’ve written articles on everything from
the bad movie I saw over the past weekend to
vaguely incoherent commentaries on the dinks
who wanted to organize a boycott of the T. V.
show Married...With Children because they
thought it made too many dick jokes.
The problem with writing for this weekly
newspaper is that most of the time, I didn’t
get around to writing about everything I had
planned to do. Between the distractions of
papers, exams, working for slave wages, and
hefting a few cold ones while listening to the
McEarly Brothers, there isn’t a whole hell of
a lot of time to look around for good stuff to
write about in these here Arts pages. That’s
why record reviews are a Staff Writer’s best
friend. I don’t have to make arrangements
with other people. I don’t have to go some
place where my feet stick to the floor of the
theatre or get beat up by boderiine psychotic
security guards. I don’t even have to spend
any additional money. I mean, hell, I’ve
bought the stupid discs, I might as well write
about 'em.
This article will give me a chance to cover
all of the albums that I wanted to write about
but was too busy. It’s probably closer to the
truth to say I was just too lazy to plunk my
scrawny ass down in front of the word pro
cessor to put together a review.
A friend of mine recently asked me after
reading my review of R.E.M.’s last album
“Aawwww...when ya gonna start writing
about some real music?” I suppose by “real
music” he was referring to the Heavy-Metal
tunes he likes so much rather than to exis
tentialist doctrine. To him I address this
comment: “Sorry bud, outta luck again!”
So with no further ado (and with very
little adon’t), I hereby present my: Top Ten
List Of Really Cool Albums That Not A Lot
O f People Bought, Because They Didn’t Even
Come Close To The Top Forty. I hasten to
add that this top ten list is in no way affiliated
with David Letterman’s Top Ten List that he
gets from the home office in Boise, Idaho
(Yeah, like I needed some stupid copyright
infringement suit).

A surprisingly good album from some
guy that I never heard of and figured would be
the typically wimpy/whinny U.K. singer
who’d be a third-rate Morrissey clone. In
stead, I heard good, guitar-oriented^ punky
tunes. The lyrics can get a trifle spacey at
times, but he redeems himself with songs that
say: “World, shut your mouth/ Put your head
back in the clouds and shut your mouth.”
Favorite memory: Watching Jules on Joan
R iv e rs’ old late night show , singing
“Spacehopper,” and making incredible faces
into the microphone.

2 . J a n e ’s A d d ic tio n
N oth in g’s Shocking
Songs about prostitutes! Songs about Ted
Bundy! Songs about being as big as the ocean
(and that’s big)! Songs about standing in the
shower and thinking about stuff, while peeing
on yourself! Singer Perry Farrel (Peripheral
— get it? Ha!) sings like a cricket, looks like
a cricket, dances like a cricket, so therefore
must be a cricket! He also must hold some
sort of record for having three records in a
row that all feature bare nipples.

3. M ax Q
I don’t understand why this album wasn’t
a huge hit. It featured vocals by INXS frontman
Michael Hutchence, a guy who has, accord
ing to an ex-girlfr iend of mine, “An excellent
voice and a great tush.” Besides tushes, this
album has some of the funkiest, most
danceable rhythms that I’ve heard in a long
time. It also has a good set of intelligent,
politically aware lyrics like: “There’s a great
deal of fear inside/That I ’m right in my conclusions/There’s a great deal of pain inside/
And I’m supposed to be alright/And now they
want to crown me/For the Ghost of the year.”
The album is an example that it is possible to
use your mind while shaking your booty
(Hey! Another butt reference!)

4. M ission o f Burma
One of the most important American punk
bands that I ’m sure nobody has ever heard of.
The Rykodisc label put together this compi
lation CD with all of the attention to sound
and detail that they are known for. The dis<
runs for over 80 minutes (You audiophiles
heard right, 80 minutes on one disc), so the
skip button on the disc player may get a
workout from some people. You might have
heard of this group because R.E.M. played a
cover’of their “Academy Fight Song” during
their Green Tour. Spin Magazine, those
pompous purveyors of cool, labeled their
version one of the top five worst cover tunes
ever. I thought it was pretty good, but I
realize that I will never be as cool as any
body at Spin.

The only way I can describe the way this
band sounds is to call it Woody Allen with a
boner and a guitar. Singer/songwriter/guitarist Moe Berg likes to write about good oldfashioned schtuppin’. But, unlike those head
bangin’, groupie despoiling, virgin convert
ing heavy metal guys, Moe writes about it
from an adult’s point of view. In fact one of
the album’s best (and funniest) songs is the
an them “I ’m An Adult Now,’’where he writes
“I don’t hate my parents/I don’t drink just to
spite them/Got my own reasons to drink now/
Think I’ll call my dad up and invite him...I
don’t write songs about girls anymore/I have
to write songs about women/ No more boy
meets girl, boy loses girl/More like, man tries
to understand what the hell went wrong.” All
that, plus production by geek-genius Todd
Rundgren.

6. Graham Parker Live!
Alone In Am erica
Speaking of geeks, here’s one from the
Angry Young Man department. Graham wrote
a whole bunch of really good albums that
nobody bought, even though the critical
hounds of adulation were wagging their col
lective tails over him. On this tone, he took a
dozen of his best songs and stripped them
down to just vocals and guitar, and recorded
this album over his 1988 club tour of the East.
That means that Graham was the one who
started this current acoustic rock and roll
craze. Never mind the MTV Unplugged show,
or Tesla’s lame live album. Give credit where
it’sdue. Buy this album; Graham needs money
for sunglasses.

7. Red Hot Chili Pep
pers M other’s M ilk
The coolest band around, barnone. Idon’t
just mean that because they have a penchant
for performing with nothing on except for
socks on their cocks. They can only be de
scribed as a combination Punk-Funk-RapMetal-Reggae-Soul group. It looked as if this
would be the album that would put the band
over the top, but radio still managed to ignore
them in favor of the latest Janet Jackson
album. MSC was supposed to get them to
play for last year’s spring concert, but instead
went with the infinitely superior Meatloaf. I
mean, go figure; the guy’s made eleven al
bums. Name one besides “Bat Out of Hell.”

8. Patti Sm ith Dream O f
Life
This one really hurts. Patti takes eight
measly years off between her last album and
this one, and the public forgets about her?
She’s the coolest! She said she used to fanta
size about being Keith Richards. Not meeting
him, but actually being him. Scary, Huh?

And isn’t the only
thing that looks greener than Keith the Statue
Of Liberty? It goes without saying that this
lady’s music is great, but she gets extra points
in my book for posing on the front of the
cover of one Of her albums in a bustier and
armpit hair.

9.
Throwing M uses
H unkpapa
The winner of the Album Title That
Sounds Really Good While Meaning Abso
lutely Nothing Award. I saw these three gals
and one guy open up for R.E.M,, and was
totally blown away by them (Wow! Three
R.E.M. references in one article. I sound just
like a Rolling Stone article, dont’cha think?).
They have a country-punk sound
that...well...sounds different. It sounds like
the Bangles without the harmonies, or the
Go-Go’s if they knew how to play more than
three chords.

10.
W orld
G oodbye Jum bo

P a r ty

World Party isn’t really a band, since Karl
Wallinger writes the songs, sings them, and
plays all of the instruments by himself. I
guess he thinks World Party sounds cooler
than Karl Wallinger. Because he does every
thing himself, it must explain why I had to
wait six years between 1984’s “Private Revo
lution” and this one. He take so long to make
an album, that the guy who makes the Boston
albums laughs at him. If we are to stick to the
schedule he’s set up, we can expect the next
album roughly around the year 2002, since
he’s only put out one album during the 80’s
and one during the 90’s. I hope not, ‘cause
songs like “Aint Gonna Come ‘Till I ’m
Ready,” “Is It Too Late?” and “Way Down
Now” with their Beatle-Sly And The Family
Stone-Rolling Stones sound make me wanna
sing, make me wanna dance, and make me
wanna jump around in my underpants. I ’m a
poet and I know it.

Well kiddies, that’s it. And I ’m sure the
guy typing this up is certainly grateful for
that. In a better world, we would not have had
eight years of Ronald Reagan, there would be
no such thing as “Chia Pet,” Milli Vanilli
would never have been anything more than
really groovy fiy cooks, and all of these
albums have been big hits. So go and pick a
few of them up and help make the world a
better place. If you don’t...well, let's be p e r-,
fectly honest; nothing’s going to happen to
you. See if I care! It’s not like I ’m getting
commission from this.
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Jon, here's your article
By Richard E. Buckley Jr.
Managing Editor

A crowd of 20 was treated
to a delightful dose of the
musical wizardry of Jon Max
G reen and com pany in
McEachern Hall on April 25.
Green's performance was
sublime.

In fact the only

thing missing was his grand
mother, but she'll get to see
the video.
Green's band opened with Can’t Ya
think which was written and arranged by the
infamous Mark Tonelli who plays guitar in
"The Band.” The rest of the band is as

follows: On the flutes, Lisa Giannotti and
Laurie Lindstrom. Clarinets were Patrick J.
Bums and Michelle Galan. The saxophonists
were Marla A. Meissner (alto/soprano), James
Finnen (tenor) and Ann Marie Bifano (alto).
On brass there was Dave Lattozzo on trum
pet, James Frankel on trombone and Josh
Mandel on tuba. The rhythm section con
sisted of John Girt on synthesizer, Jason
DePope on bass, Tonelli, Kenny Straub on
drums and Tom Mulvaney on marimba. On
the video camcorder was Lauren Green who
never took a solo.
Anyway, Can’t Ya Think was a great song
to open to. As the song ended, Green jumped
on stage waving his arms as though he were
actually instructing "The Band.” Green talked
and introduced thenext song which he dedi
cated to the musical icon Donny Wahlberg,
the famed pyromaniac and member of the
alleged band New Kids on the Block. As I
now look at the program, "The Band" appar
ently did a song called Save Me a Day which
I have no recollection of and hence, will not
comment on.
The next song was Living Backwards
written by Green with parts of the melody by
DePope and Tonelli. This is the bread and

butter of any of Green's shows and this particularperformancewasespeciallymoving. I
laughed, I cried, I sighed.
Following that was an intermission with a
lot of food.
After the intermission were three of the
greatest songs since Swedish supergroup
ABBA recorded Knowing you, Knowing me.
The first song was One Meatball which is one
of the first songs Green ever learned. It's a
bluesy little number and it's a lot of fun. I
Know How To Keep You Home was a great
song. Performed in the Sinatra tradition, it
made the audience say "Frank who?" That's
the way it is, Jack! Much to the surprise of
everyone, there was an encore. After all this
an encore, go figure?! The encore presenta
tion was The King O f The Jungle from The
Jungle Book. It moved me! Who would have
known the boy from the bad side of the track
could sing? For those of you, like Kelly
Lockwood, who missed the show, Green will
be performing at the Cymbala Farm in New
Hampshire on August 3. Seating is limited so
please reserve your seats early.

Montclarion Advertising Rates for 1991
Newspaper
Size of ad

On Campus

O ff Campus

1/8 pg. (5x3 1/2)

$20.00

$45.00

1/4 pg. (5x7)

$44.00

$105.00

1/2 pg. (10x7)
Full pg. (10x14)

$82.00

$187.00

$148.00

$341.00

Deadline for ads is Monday 3 P.M.

Magazine

|

1/2 pg.
Full pg.
Back Page (Full) with color

$52.00
$130.00

-----

$112.00
$210.00
$300.00

Classifieds: There is no charge to students with valid MSC ID cards. Non-SGA-fee-paying
persons must pay $7 per insertion. Deadline is Friday at noon for the upcoming Thursday issue.
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r---------- ---------------------------------------Congratulations
TO THE NEW SISTERS OF

Delta Phi Epsilon
ZETA CLASS:

Jean Manelski
Lisa Primavera
Amy roseman
Kristin Schemp
Lois Tessello
Sue Thomas
Sue Trujillo
Janice Wilson

Jenn Dassori
Christine D'amato
Karen DiConsiglio
Alicia DiFolco
Lesley Harmon
Tina Hogan
Jessica Katarsky
Lisa Levy
Christine Lovell
A Class 4 of the SGA

IM PORTANT
BUYBACK INFO
RETAIL...THE BEST OFFER
We will pay up to 50% of the book price providing
the textbook:
A- Will be required for next term.
B- Is needed to fill next term’s enrollment.
C- Is in reusable condition.
Example:
You paid $ 4 6 .0 0 for a textbook...
We will pay $ 2 3 .0 0 or 5 0 % .

WH0LE8ALE...THE NEXT BEST OFFER
For books having a national demand, the Bookstore will
pay 15% to 4 0 % of the new book price.
»5- Discontinued books are shipped to a wholesaler who
recycles them to other colleges and universities.
•FOId editions have no national value.
-F

The College Store
May 13-23,1991
M onday-Thursday 8:3oam-7:30pm
Friday 8:3oam-4:oopm
Saturday(May 18th) 9:ooam-i:oopm
Blanton Hall Atrium
May 20-22, 1991
1

io:ooam-7:oopm
ID REQUIRED

We buy the largest range of booKSHard or Soft bound.

REMEMBER...
•F Recycling your used books is good for the environment
and lowers the price of textbooks.
•F Books with writing or highlighting may have value.
*F The price of books is determined by the publishers,
not the Bookstore.
*5- Wholesale prices are based on national supply & demand.
•F Damaged copies will be deducted appropriately.
•F Old editions will not be purchased.

OUR GOAL IS TO BUY
BACK AS MANY
OF YOUR BOOKS
AT 5 0 % AS
POSSIBLE.
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P E R S O N A T. S / C L A S S I F T E O S
For Sale
-FOR SALE: Jackets, Tee-shirts, shorts,
etc...if needed call Jackets Plus: 423-6030
-FOR SALE: 1985 Daytona turbo-Z, Am/
Fm cass., cruise, tilt, a/c, t-tops, etc...Must
Sell! Call 746-2420
-FOR SALE: Nintendo Powerpad, $35,
Brand New with Game! Call 783-2240.
-FOR SALE: Computers custom built to
fit your needs. 100% IBM Compatible.
Lowest prices in NJ. Software tool. Call
201-783-1905 for infoimation.
Attention
-RESUME: For Entry Level, Professional
& Summer jobs. Written, Edited, & Laser
Printed by an Ex-Wall Street Business
Executive. Call: (201)743-6690.
-FOUND: Blue Cross Blue Shield Card.
Found April 29th. Contact Dr. Schwegel,
English Dept. E x t-7319.
-♦♦♦Graduate School***The Princeton
Review*'"* If the LSAT, GMAT, GRE or
MCAT are in you future, The Princeton
Review should be too. With small classes
(fewer than 12 students) grouped by ability,
and the most up to date materials available,
The Princeton Review offers the best test
preparation anywhere. For more informa
tion, call 800/876-3107.
-HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUM
MER? Jet there anytime with
AIRHTTCH(R). (As reported in NY Times
& Let’s Go!) AIRHITCH(R) 212-8642000.
-Looking for friendly correspondence.
Will answer anyone who writes. Love to

talk about anything and everything.
Looking for positive input and hopefully a
new friend or two. If curious, please write:
Lee McVay B-39477, Arizona State Prison,
Florence Arizona. 85232
For Rent
-1 M/F roommate wanted to sublet three
bedroom apt in Belleville, for May through
Sept. $250 a month & 1/3 utilities (20
mins, from school) Public transportation
available. Call Laila 450-1344
-M/F housemate wanted to share 3 BR
house. Own large bedroom, share E K ,
LR, W/D. Walking distance to MSC and
bus stops. June 1st. Clean and quiet area.
$400+util. Call 509-9625 and 783-1773.
-Free Room in exchange for part time child
care assistance. Looking for responsible/
flexible student to help with 3 children,
ages 5,3,1. Call 338-7367. References
Required
-2 Females Wanted for 2 spacious rooms
and private bath. Located on the Fairway
in Upper Montclair. Approx. 5 min. from
campus. Needed for January - until...For
more information call 783-7842
Help Wanted
- Money Making Opportunity- Expanding
company needs individuals who are
nterested in teaching, sales, or manage
ment. Part or full time. Call (201) 939-3423
and leave message.
-Summer Job Opportunity for experienced
baby sitter to care for 2 1/2 year old in our
Upper Montclair home. Excellent salary.
References required. Call 783-3908.

-Summer Job: Need a female student over
18 to take care of our 3 year old son. Must
have experience with children, be caring
and resourceful. Upper Montclair area.
783-0642.
-Child Care needed for a 10 week old
infant at my home. Experience with infants
a must!! Times needed; M,W,F 3:00-5:00
pm (Flexible) and some weekend nights.
Please call Debbie Chao at 893-0306 if
interested.
-Part Time Phys Ed. major needed to
design workout program for senior citizen
in Garfield. Salary negotiable. Call 4836978 after 5 pm.
-Responsible Babysitter Wanted for 6
month old in Nutley. 3 days per week, 5
hours per day - some flexibility in times.
Must have references and own transporta
tion. Call 667-7285.
-Telemarketing - Part Time Morning,
afternoon & evening shifts available. $5
per hour & commissions. Great for
students. Call 227-8802.

-BEAUTIFUL GIRLS WANTED for a----video and dance contest. Bikini type or
other creative dancing. First prize
$10,000.00, and a chance for national
exposure. Send returnable photos,
S.A.S.E., a small Biography to: Video
Productions, Dept. MI, Box 6487, Free
hold, NJ 07728. Or call (908) 409-3405 for
details.______________________________
-P.M.R.C. NANNY SERVICE, 342-9442,
is hiring qualified CHILD CAREGIVERS
to provide childcare. Dependable transpor-

LSAT
Dr. Blank teaches
8 session personalized
L S A T course. In-depth
analysis of question
types plus four full-length
L S A T s . Advice.
Reasonable Cost.
O n . B la n k 9 6 6 - 9 0 5 4
-Lisa(Iota) Happy 21st B-day! past out
much? Luv, LeighAnn & Christine
-Oh LeighAnn, It’s a latenight again...Yeah
we ’ll go to the swamp fox for just an hour
and end up there till closing. Chri
-Maggie, when will it be a rumplemintz
night again? I hope soon. LeighAnn
-Sluggo - Cheer up! If Jenn doesn’t realize
what she’s missing, FORGET about her.
-CROWS - With our charter, we can go
nowhere but up! We Rule! Chuck O.
-Ode to Phil - with his pants to
tight...where were you Thurs., fri., Sat.,
and Sun. night? ooooooh
-At last the 3A wing can get some sleep!
-Mara - Did we have a great time at the
.carnival or what?? I ’m still hungover... Go
figure. Sami
-AXP#21 - I’m sorry I dissed you. It won’t
happen again.
-Sharyn(Iota) You are the best big and I am
always here if you need me! I love you,
Maria
-DANO- Dowwwwwww! Spud
-TMcG - 1 know that you wanted to go on a
ride - but why the swings?? I ’ll never by
the same again!! Love, Ginger
-Sigma Delta Plii- Thanks for endorsing me
for SGA Secretary. I really appreciate it.
Dano

DAT/OAT
-Helen A.- Thanks for being my campaign
manager. I will never forget you support,
advice, and most of all, your friendship.
Dano
- To everyone that helped, supported, and
voted for me in the SGA election-1 thank
you and I will do my best to live up to your
expectations. Dano
-Dano- WE DID ENDORSE YOU. The
Syndicate Exec. Board
-Joann - Good luck with Steve, you deserve
the best! I love you. kristie
- Syn 1- What’s up for May 31? Syn 2
-Zeta(THE INTEREST GROUP) If your
intentions are to become a sorority, try
“growing up” first!
-Thanks Kim for being the best roomate!
Love ya, Amy
-Sandi(Iota) You will find out who I am at
sun. night’s meeting! Your S.P.
-To my drinking buddy- I ’ll have ID this
week! Syndicate will rule G&A next year!
Nick
-Carol(Iota) You are the best big ever!
Thanks for always being there for me!
Love your little
-JD(SENATE) Here’s your personal,
finally!!! Luv ya, Sunburn
-Brett(ZBT) I want to ride you like a cheap
harley on a bad piece of road. Love an

Cambridge
Educational
Services

LSA T
GMAT
GRE
1 00 % said they
WOULD
RECOMMEND

This Course To
Their Friends!

Call:
(212) 866-3283

$15
lA i/cutf

Or. Blank teaches 11 session
complete review. Copious
study materials. Video
cassette make-ups. interview
counseling. 90% success rate.

Dr. Blank *9 6 6 9054

tation and a phone as well as experience is
required. P/T and F/T positions are
available. Call 10 am - 12 noon or leave
message.

Regularly $ 3 0
•
•
•
•

Student Special
W ith Loni, Paulette or Faith
Offer Expires June 1, 1 9 S 2
Bring Ad for Special Price

PUBLIC IM AGE

•

T-BOWL SHOPPING CENTER
1 05 5 Hamburg Turnpike
Wayne, NJ 0 7 4 7 0

( 201) 633-9740
"Appointments N ot Always Necessary"
admirer
-ZBT - We had a great time doing carnival
with you. Thanx! AIX
-Ozone- Hope the shit gets here soon! Nick
-To my 90-91 Theta Executive Board - We
had a great year, and were stronger from it.
Thanx for all you help. Congratulations to
the ‘91-92 Executive Board. Patii, Maria,
Greta, Blanca, Jill, Gopika, Jenni, Tanja,
Cathey. Love Denise
-Sandy (LASO, Lambda Tau Omega)
Teach me how to dance! George
-Chrissy - You just gotta laugh at the
patheticness of some people! Lv Sharyn
-Shar - We’re definetely William Paterson
Bound, love Chri
-Joe(D-Chi AM) Hang in there little bro.
Be tough and stick it out! Mike
-PS38 - Quick! Look back! Do you think
that’s his little brother? PS40
-Phil - 4 wine coolers, what’s next moving
to Trenton! Scrote

-Joel Shore is a doosh-bag.
-Senate - Carnival was an experience
working with you. But it was awesome.
The sisters of Iota
-Laura(Phi Sigma Pi) Hope to see the same
enthusiam next year. Janet
-Jay T. You are really something. From the
person who gapes at you.
-Rob Tranter - Congratulations on becom
ing SGA Treasurer. Love Al ways
Samantha
-Number 44 - Give me a call. I miss you!
Love S.S.
-Jay T. You look delicious. Love ?
-John(Tau Phi Beta) I was so drunk Friday
night! Can you pick up my eye. Love
Leah.(Sig. Tau Nu)
-Dawn(Iota) Your secret pal loves you.
You will find out who I am soon.
-To all of my roomies! - Thanks for putting
up with me this year - 1 like you guys a lot.
Jennifer
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-Jean - two guys in one night - what is this
world coming to? The girls
-Lori: Sun., you’ll find out who l am.
Love ya!! Y ourSP
-Patrice - How many boyfriends do you
really have?
-Christine(Iota): I idolize you and your
wonderful carefree life 0 no worries - oh
can I be you, PLEASE! scary - NOT!
-Joanne - Sorry for what I did, thanks for
being so understanding. U know who
-Jamie(D-Chi) Tommorrow’s gonna be
great - Hope your mom doesn’t care...Love
Laura
-Trishmonster, Glad that your home there’s a party Friday night and there’s
punch with your name on it as well as a
man for you. Love Jen
-Lorna & Niki - Did you guys eat my
french bread pizza without asking?
-I wish that I had Tony’s girl... luv those
Boonton babes!
-Maria #64 - I’ll always be there for you.
You’re the best big! Love Chris #71
-#50 Theta - Carnival was great; But the
formal will be even better times were good
and bad but we made it through, thanx. #46
-JoAnn R. (Sigma) I love being in your tree
you’re awesome! I love you. Your littlelittle, Abbe
-Kristie - You always know how to make
me smile. Especially when you know what
I ’ve been up to... Love RS
-AIX110-Poohbear-Had a great time at
Carnival, but if you thought that was good,
wait till RCB - PZ91 Rubble
-Tom(Senate) Sitting in the dunking booth
with you was an experience - satan! Love
Gina(Iota)
-Yes, but Alan in ZBT is Satan.
-D-Chi: Can’t wait till the mixer. Iota
-Rabbit (D-PhiE)What happened to my
room? Better not touch my posters. Thanx
for being so great. MAC(AXP)
-Amy, Robyn, Tiff, and Janet, Rock
Climbing 101! M.
-Janice(Neophyte) You’re the best
roomate! W e’re almost done - 1 can’t wait
till the summer! BFF. Love ya, Jenn
-Janet(Sigma) I love being your little. You
mean so much to me. I love you. Ziggy
-Rich(AXP) You are soooo cool! Love
Melissa and Janet
-Camp - Do you want to hear something
wrong - camp “Y ” never happened! WHy
is that?
-SK - Talk is cheap, but as long we stick
together everything will always be fine! I
love you baby! LM
-Michele, Stacey, Jill, Maria, Patti, StephThanx for a great year. Luv, Denise
-Becky...Thanks for the ENCOURAGE
MENT. I ’ll do it. Love Jeanne
-Onge - Please reply....I’m still
waiting...Love your secret admirer
-Keller, McKenna(Phi Sigma Pi) I Can’t
Express How Proud I am 2 Have You Two
As A Part Of My Family Tree! Your Big/
Granpau
-Attention: Mary Macrae. You found a
date before the day of the formal.
-Mermaid - Thanks for being you! I am
always here & will always understand!
Love, the car borrower
-Zeta’s don’t cream properly!
-The Whipnut Nursing home - Now
presents Quiet Hours at 6:00 pm featuring
Flopper, Mat At, Homier & Corpse
-Congratulations to the brothers of AXP on
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your national charter.
-Pete - You can keep the invitation. But
you better be on your best behavior Friday
night. Chris
-Carla(Sigma) I ’ll walk with you anywhere
you want to go! I really do love you. Abbe
-Mugsy & Tenpin(AXP) The 2 man Reich
rules. The milkman
-Jill - Thanks for your “Open Arms”.
Frank 34
-To “our gang” & The Rest of Delta Phi
Epsilon - You guys are the best and I ’m
going to miss you. Stwala
-Barbara - 1 miss you. Love your little
Holly
-Ginger(Iota) That was some powerful
punch on Sat. night. Love your little
-Maria “Party” Gaita - Happy Birthday
from you best buddy - only wish I could
send you to Aruba!
-Jen K. (D-Phi-E) It’s been a great semes
ter! Let’s have a blast for the rest of it!
Susan(Your roomie)
-Liz - We always find them in pairs lately.
Chri
-Congratulations to the new Theta Exec Bd
Members. Good Luck. Love Denise
-Simple: too simple, Letters: Numers, lost:
found, Bone: Free 2:2, Goodbye:Hello,
change over
-Frank - W e’re waiting for a moment alone
with you...
-Trish: My idol! Welcome home! Babs
-John(TKE) I’m so glad we met, your’e a
sweetie! Love ya lotz? (Do you remember
my name?)
-P.J. I hope you had fun Saturday night!!!
You know who
-Streak - Thanks for being a wonderful
friend! With love always - Renee
-V - Thanks for always caring. With love
always, Baby doll
-AXP Brothers, We have to be up when!?
Penhall Theta Chi Phil
-Cookie Monster - 1 love you. Love Baby
-D-Tumer and pooch!?! Love Mish
-I now have pink socks & the rat is jealous!
-Guess who!?!
-PZ106 - W e’re going to have an awesome
time at RCB. Love Donna
-Erin B - Are there sunny skies when Sam
C ’s around?
-To the rescue squad of MSC - (Lorna,
Donna, Niki, Erin, Joy) good job Thurs.
night getting camp out of the woods.
-M.O.T. Bub - This spring week was much
better than last year’s. Who would’ve
known?! I love you, M.O.B. Fred
-BBQ Friends Rule!
-Doug - I ’m so glad you’re home! You’re
the best! I love you! Lisa
-Alicia- Just wanted to say “Hi” Love your
big
-Kara - 1 tried. Sorry! Love me
-Gennero - Yo wussup, wussup, wussup?
Where you been, homey? Fran
-Trish(JanBrady) We all love you! Wel
come home honey! Love Prodigy
-Willow & Prodigy - Pi Happ was awe
some. What a night to remember! dancing,
drinking, pool, blood on the floor, wet hair,
1^ la lee la la la, banana chips, funny card
games, too tired to drive, have to work the
carnival booth in 2 hours! You guys are
true sisters. Love Plebe
-Rubble(PZ91)Camival was great! I can’t
wait till RCB. Love Steph #110
-Becky, Friends are far & few in between,
but you are one! LM

-Cheryl(Sig. Tau Nu) You got the brakes,
Andrea you the wheel and I have the gas.
Stop grabbing between my legs I’ll shift!
Love Leah(Sig Tau Nu)
-Zito(D-Phi-E) I love you, I lust you...oops
I shouldn’t say stuff like that
-Hey Fudd - What’s up? -Mugs(ZBT)
-Trish - Welcome home! Was sheri at the
gate with a shipment?? Love Sandy
-Robbie- You’re the best! Thanks for
everything. I love you very much! Your
princess
-Laura - 1 think you had a lot of courage
too! They better waive your speech class,
You’re great at impromptus. Jill
-Catherine(3Bwing) Get a life and a clue!
-Stoli(ZBT) What a relief!!! Love, U know
who
-Diane(my big sis) I hope everything works
out for you. I ’m sure you’ll make the right
decision. Love Stacey
-Charlie Brown - 1 love talking to you.
Let’s do it more often. Thanks for the
support...Again! Abbe
-Tracy(Iota) I had a wonderful time at the
formal, thanx for everything. Mike(AXP)
-Delta-Chi: Free beer doesn’t grow on
trees, so grow up!
-Marc - You’re gonna be a griT-8 date.
Thanx. Jen
-Rosemary(Sig-T-Nu) At our formal.. Just
smile, smile, smile.
-Felicia, Roxanne...Redlight....Real
Soon....I promise...Love Jeanne
-Hyun Joo - Great trip to Delaware. Had
fun, still tired, 85 to 75 real quick, cop just
stared...oh swerve break go into the other
lane - oh that one would be hard to collect!
Love ya Anet
-Hey kirschner! you are the greatest & you
& I will always be friends - contrary to
popular belief!
-Sisters of Theta Kappa Chi - W e’re gonna
have an awesome time at the formal Fri.
night. Can’t wait! Love #62
-Patti (Theta Kappa Chi) I want u- an
admirer
-John, Scott, Jamie, Pete(Delta) The
formal’s gonna be a blast. A night to
remember. Denise, Michele, Laura, Chris
-Cruisin’ in the “Family Van”
-Zetas - Thanks for helping us out with our
booth. Let us know if we can help you out!
The Crows (Mac#24)
-Annette - The D J . Booth really is more
comfortable than it looks! Trust me Prodigy, you should try it some time!!
-Blair—Hey Hey! I can’t wait...Love C.B.
-Alan(ZBT) So I here you’re a dancing
machine...
-PZ85 You are my lust man! I ’ve been
watching you!-DC26
-Denise(Theta) W e’re gonna have a great
time this Friday. John (D-Chi)
-Michele Lanza(Theta) Have you ever
heard the song “When I thing about you I
touch m yself’???
-Serg, here’s your personal! Now stop
annoying me! Love me
-Jill - Congrats Pledge Mistress, Postulant
Educator Dukes
-Congratulations to Human Sex 101! You
guys were awesome. Love the personals

-Congratulations to all the sigma sisters
who got big/littles brothers on Sunday!
-Samson - Don’t make the same mistake
twice or three times - whatever it is.
-Crows: It’s been 2 years and our hard
work paid off, Let’s not stop here.
-Jenn - Don’t listen to the Karens, go
anyway on Wednesday. I’ll look stupid
dancing by myself. Keith
-To the girls in 106A - thanks for a good
time Wed. night but next time keep a better
eye on us both! T & M
-110A - Michele - You’re something
else....Love an admirer
-T.L.M. - (Sigma) As long as we know
what counts!
-Bill K. (AXP) We didn’t get to sleep but at
least we got the job done. Thanks - G. Blue
-Michelle(D-Phi-E) You are awesome!
Thanks for always being there. You’re the
best big ever. I love you. Love Jenn
-No one’s better than my little....
-Joan(Sigma) What are you gonna do when
we get back to the dorm? Ha Ha. Love
Chuck(AXP)
-BLACKDOG - You’re the cutest little
pooh bear I’ve ever seen! Mickey
-To Rob Capasso & Owen: We are going
to miss you both. You were both an asset
to our fraternity. The Brothers of Alpha Chi
Rho
-D-Chi: Looking forward to the Love
Slave Mixer. Love Iota
-Ana D.(Sigma) Our tree is great! Love the
baby of the tree
-Deb - You will always hold a place in my
heart. BU
-Brian - Happy birthday! I am the cake and
the icing too. Come and get it! Michelle
-Tony(ZBT) Life is good! the other victim
-=To my great grand big - You’re the best!
Chris
-CROWS - Theta Chi Phi is what life is all
about. Bulldog
-Lisa(Sigma) U were MIA on Sat. night. I
looked but couldn’t find you so me &
Zachary stayed at Kappa Xi Kappa
-Donna D - It’s almost 8:30 - time to hit the
bathroom -don’t ya think?
-Zic - It’s not easy being miss modem
1991! Flipper
-Zeta - i love you guys! You’re the best!
Keep up the good work! Rand
-Deedels - oh savanah I ’ve been searching
for you everywhere! Rand
-Kevin(TKE) & Christine(SDT) - Sorry to
barge in like that. -Brian(ZBT)
-I bet your sorry...
-Jenny - late happy b-day! how does it feel
to be 21? Your date to the formal
-Sue, Happy 21st birthday! Love Liz
-Patrice - Get it all out of your system.
Love your hometown buddy
-FlounderfTheta Xi) Don’t start a singing
career. A.O.
-Uncle Bob - I’d get that suit jacket
sterilized. A.O.
-Shadow - No more rock painting? A.O.
-Kristi - 1 miss dining with you & our
lovely talks. Love Jeanne
-AXP - Theta Chi Phi Forever “Long live

the CROWS” #35
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Calvin and Hobbes
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Shoe
History Test

What was tke main
Cause of the Civil War?
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R ed H aw ks elim in ated from post-season play
For the first time in school history, the
women’s softball team did not advance to the
NJ AC Championship tournament, as the sixth
seeded Ramapo Roadrunners edged the third
seeded Red Hawks 4-3 in the opening round
of the NJAC playoffs.
Ramapo scored one run in the first when
D awn M artin sin g led hom e D ebbie
Malkiweicz. In the bottom of the second,
M ontclair took a 2-1 lead when Kristi
Kuchinskidoubled and LuAnnZullo singled,
to set up a first and third situation. Kim
Schoemer came up and laid down a sacrifice
bunt that scored Kuchinski, and Zullo came
around to score when the ball skipped away
from the plate. Ramapo took a 4-2 advantage
in the top of the third as the Roadrunners
crossed the plate three times, including two
on a homerun by Martin. MSC added a run in
the bottom of the inning when Kuchinski
singled home Kim Gardenier. Both pitchers
shut down the opposing team the rest of the
way and Ramapo walked off of Quarry Fields
with a 4-3 upset victory. Lois Fyfe was the
losing pitcher, despite throwing extremely
well, and her record dropped to 13-13. The
Red Hawks fell to 14-17.
Earlier last week, Montclair seemed ready
for the playoffs as they swept a doubleheader
against NJAC Division B rival Rutgers-

Camden. In the first game, MSC was trailing
5-2 after four innings. In the top of the fifth,
Cathy Madalone singled, Fyfe doubled and
Kuchinski walked to load the bases for Zullo,
who delivered a clutch two-run double.
Kuchinski then scored on a sacrifice fly by
Sue Tiedeman and the Red Hawks tied the
score 5-5. MSC added two more in the sev
enth and took a 7-5 lead, which it would never
relinquish. Madalone went 3-4, Zullo was 24 with two RBI and Tiedeman finished 2-2
with an RBI. Fyfe was the winning pitcher,
upping her record to 12-12. MSC also im
proved its record to 13-16.
In the second game, MSC scored early
and often as they trounced Rutgers-Camden
11-1 in a game that was shortened due to the
ten run rule. In the first inning, Gardenier,
Madalone and Fyfe all singled to load the
bases for Kuchinski, who cleared them with
a three-run triple. Zullo singled her home and
Montclair led 4-0. After Rutgers-Camden
scored one in their half of the first, the Red
Hawks started to build on their lead. Tiedeman
led off the second with a triple and scored on
a three bagger by Cindy Dormann. MSC
added another in the third as Fyfe hit another
lead off triple and scored on a sacrifice fly by
Kuchinski. Montclair scored three more runs
in the fifth, including one on an RBI single by
Schoemer, and took a 9-1 lead. In the sixth,
Gardenier led-off with a triple and scored on
a wild pitch. Fyfe then singled, moved to third

on another wild pitch and scored on a single
by Zullo. The ten run rule came into play and
MSC won 11-1. Gardenier was 2-4 with two
runs scored, Kuchinski went 1-2 with four
RBI and Zullo finished 2-4 with two RBI.
Fyfe helped her own cause as she went 3-3
with four runs scored. She tossed a threehitter and improved her record to 13-12.
The Red Hawks close out their season this
week with doubleheaders aeainst Scranton

and Stony Brook. If they can sweep both
twinbills they will put their record above .500
and probably earn a seed in the Eastern Col
lege Athletic Conference playoffs. The
softball team has never lost more than 17
games before, so, if they drop one, they will
eclipse this record, their season will be over
and it will mark the first time in its history
that Montclair finished below .500.

Photo by Matt Winlucr

By A1 Iannazzone
Assistant Sports Editor

First baseman LuAnn Zullo had 4 hits and 4 RBI in the doubleheader sweep of
Rutgers-Camden earlier this week.
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B affige sparks C rypto
As the 1991 SILC softball season is about
to start up post-season play, the post-season
picture is coming into focus.
In the American League, Crypto Clearance
and Delta have played a much improved style
of ball. Crypto Coach Paul Cioffi has shuffled
his lineup with success and Ed Baffige’s big
bat helped his squad win two crucial games in
their division and clinch a playoff spot.
Delta has also won its last two contests
and are looking to catch a slumping PRP team
for the final playoff spot. Delta’s bats came
alive scoring a whopping 50 runs in their last
double-header.
Turning to the National League, the Gam
blers, the Undefeateds, and the No Names
have clinched playoff spots. The last post
season invite is up for grabs with AXP, the
Plan B’s, and Southern Comforts looking to
go to the post-season fiesta.
In the International League, the
U ndefeateds and ZBT G old are still
undefeated at 5-0 and haven’t played much
due to two weeks of rainouts.
Southern Comforts 15 Gamblers 9
The mighty fell last week as Mark Dally
had 4 RBI to lead the Southern Comforts and
handed the Gamblers its first loss of the
season. Chris Borgio and Larry Masin also
went deep to pace the S.C. attack.
Pat “Squeak” Ferrell also contributed to
the cause with a solid defensive effort.
No Names 18 AXP 15
Despite Ken Turash’s 3 dingers and 5
RBI, the No Names were able to answer back
scoring six runs in the final frame to beat
AXP by three.
John Ashley and Mike Zorich each hit 3
run shots to propel another No Name come
back.
Julio Ramos also carried a heavy stick
contributing with 2 homers and 3 RBI.
Crypto Clearance 20 PRP 11
In a crucial American League matchup,
Crypto Clearance prevailed over a noticeably
slow and sluggish PRP squad 20-11.
PRP came up with big hitting perfor
mances by Chris Albertson (2 HR, 4 RBI) and
Rich Dygos, whose second homerun off
pitcher Matt Wintner still hasn’t come down
yet.
Crypto Clearance exploded with 11 runs
in the final two innings paced by Ed Baffige,
who went 5-5 with three HR’s and 8 RBI.
Dorone Sananes has officially broken out of
his slump going deep twice and driving in
four.
Undefeateds 15 Plan B ’s 12
Undefeateds was down by 6 going into the
final frame when they exploded for 3 homers
and 10 runs to take a 15-11 lead.
Bob Downey went 2-2 to lead the Plan B ’s
with a double and a three run blast.
Ron Clarke and John Rubinetti also hit
shots into the cheap seats for the hard luck
Plan B ’s.
Gamblers 26 Mid-Digs 11
The top two teams in the Tuesday-Thursday league met last week with the Gamblers

The Bottom Line
B y M att Wintrier

Don ft

smacking around the Mid-Digs.
Steve Pizza hit two more homers and
With one month down and five to go
drove in three while teammate Jeff Lawton
before the play oils begin, the boys from
drove in seven to crush the Mid-Digs.
Flushing are 11/2 games out of first at 11The Mid-Digs were paced by Dan Rob
8.
erts and Gerrin Presti with 3 RBI each. Mike
An 11-8 start isn't what people have
Walmsley also chipped in with a 3-4 effort.
come to expect from Mets, but having a
Crypto Clearance 16 Delta Chi B 15
team batting average of .212 doesn’t ex
Crypto Clearance looked more like the
actly help their chances of catching the
Cardiac Kids scoring seven runs in their last
front running Pirates.
at bat to send the game into extra innings
However, it is too early to get frus
followed by three more in the bottom of the
trated or hit the panic button because
sixth to win the game of the week.
realistically this team, which features
Delta Chi B led 10-1 at one point, rocking
Magadan, McReynolds, Brooks, and
starting pitcher Matt Wintner, but Crypto
Coleman, is better than their early season
answered back.
funk would indicate. The temptation to
In extra innings, Delta scored two runs on
get frustrated with the Mets is just human
solo shots off reliever and eventual winning
nature. This is a team that, over the last 10
pitcher Tim McArthur to take a two run lead.
years, have gone from lame pretenders to
Then, with two outs and the bases empty.
serious contenders, and with that change
Crypto’s lead-off and number two hitters
comes big expectations. More times than
reached base setting the stage forRobBarraco.
not those expectations, which come from
Barraco calmly sent a one strike offering
the fans, media, and even the players
into orbit for the win which sent the Crypto
themselves, cause unneeded pressure.
team into a frenzy.
For now, Manager Buddy Harrelson
Player o f the Week
and hitting instructor Mike Cubbage have
Ed Bafftge-Crypto Clearance
to wait patiently until the bats come
The former MSC quarterback had a big
around. If patience doesn’t work, Buddy
week going 8-8 with seven dingers and 10
RBI to lead his squad to two wins and a
playoff spot.
Bum o f the Week
Brian Bartell-Delta
By Keith A. Idee
Brian receives this dubious honor due to
Staff Writter
his carelessness and lack of sportsmanship.
In addition to aruguing with a teammate for
The Montclair State Men’s Lacrosse Team
swinging at a 3-0 pitch in a close contest,
was
geared up for their annual “New Jersey
Brian became the first player of the season to
Lacrosse
War” against Kean College on
be ejected from a game for arguing with an
Thursday
at
Sprague Field inUpper Montclair.
umpire.
In last year’s “War” game, Montclair defeated
Co’s Comments
Kean 17-13 during the regular season en
Two teams that have turned things around
route to its fourth straight Knickerbocker
and playing hot right now are the No Names Conference title. However, Kean got its re
and Crypto Clearance.
venge on Montclair with a 15-11 victory in
The No Names suffered through a 1-3 the ECAC Metro New Jersey-New York fi
start and have won five straight. Bobby
nal. Montclair went into the game with a record
Capelli, a big slugger last season has played
of 9-2, while Kean went in 9-3. Montclair led
despite back problems. Capelli, like Larry
the overall series 14-7.
Bird, had put the pain aside and continues to
Both teams' coaches were looking for the
play ball and produce.
game to be a great battle between two excellent
Julio Ramos has come around also and
teams. Kean Coach Hawley Waterman said,
now has 13 home runs.
“It’s going to be another New Jersey War.
Crypto Clearance, managed by Paul
That’s just the way it is between us and
Cioffi, has also been playing solid ball as of
Montclair.” Montclair State Coach Doug
late. The team is loaded with power and has
Alsofrom said, “We ’ve been looking forward
cut down considerably on errors and mental
to this game since the beginning of practice.”
mistakes.
The game lived up to its billing. Montclair
Both teams have had several come from
started
slow, falling behind 3-1. Then the Red
behind victories which could prove to be
Hawks
erupted for five goals in the second
crucial once the playoffs start. These two
quarter,
to take a 6-3 lead. Montclair’s offense
teams are going to be strong contenders for
and
defense
were both excellent after the first
the title and they meet Tuesday at 6 to finish
quarter. Montclair’s attack was balanced.
up the regular season.
Junior m idfielder Butch M eyers, from
Soccer Championship
Merrick,
New York, led the way with four
Gamblers 4
AXP 3
goals.
Junior
attackman John Huffstutler
Rich Ferraro fed Dan Roberts with four
(Boonton,
New
Jersey) chipped in two goals,
minutes remaining with the score tied at three
while
Bill
Van
Ness
and Pat Shula also threw
for yet another title for the Gamblers.
in goals.

ory, it's early
w
can also take the “nobody's job is safe”
attitude and shuffle his lineup to find the
right chemistry. The philosophy sounds
like a drastic measure but it really isn’t.
The best time to experiment and light the
spark is early into the 162 game season,
especially if no team in the NJL East is
establishing themselves as the team to
beat.
So, with a team batting just 12 points
over the dreaded Mendoza line, how are
the Mets managing to tread water and stay
afloat? Viola, Gooden, Franco, Cone, and
a team ERA of an impressive 3.00.
The Mets pitching staff has been the
heart andsoul of the organization since the
Casben era and continues to be the team’s
constant.
It is safe to say that without the aims,
the Mets could be looking up from the
basement of the N.L. East.
So, to the Met fans of Montclair State,
I urge you to relax. With early offensive
showing that would make any Met fans
cringe, keep in mind that it’s only a matter
of time before the funk is over and toe jeers
turn to cheers.

Lacrosse captures 5th straight title
Montclair’s performance of the game had
to go to sophomore goalie Ken Kane of
Kinnelon, New Jersey. Kane was sensational,
stopping 17 of Kean’s 23 attempted shots.
Kane even scored a goal with 3:56 left in the
second quarter to put Montclair ahead 6-3.
The Red Hawks never looked back and got
some revenge in this year’s “New Jersey
Lacrosse War.” The victory put Montclair’s
record at 10-2, with a 6-0 Knickerbocker
Conference mark. Kean fell to 9-4, and 5-2 in
the conference.
On Saturday, Montclair State battled a
tough Manhattanville College LacrosseTeam.
The Re.d Hawks edged Manhattanville 2117. Montclair’s attack was led by the Van
Ness brothers. Bill and Keith. Bill, a senior
midfielder from Montville, scored three goals
and had one assist. Keith, a freshman
attackman stole the show, scoring six times
and dishing out an assist. Also, John
Huffstutler was excellent, scoring five times
and passing for three assists.
Senior midfielder Jack Belanger from
Clifton, threw in three goals. Anthony Persico
was the m ajority o f the offense for
Manhattanville, scoring nine times. This
victory clinched Montclair State’s fifth con
secutive KnickerbockerConference title. The
Red Hawks finished with a perfect 7-0 con
ference record, and currently have an 11-2
overall mark. Manhattanville had a chance to
win the conference title, but finished 6-1 in
conference play.
Montclair concludes the regular season
on Thursday when it travels to play the United
States Merchant Marine Academy.
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Lacrosse stomps rival Kean....... ......23
Softball denied playoff appearance.,22

Freshmen phenoms sparkle at Penn Relays
By Michael Frasco
Sports Editor
For the last 97 years, runners of all
ages from many different institutions around
the country have taken their hopes and talents
to Franklin Field at the University of Penn
sylvania, site of the 1991 Penn Relays.
This was the case for the MSC outdoor
track relay teams last Thursday and Friday, as
Coach Blanton’s runners competed in the
world’s oldest and largest relay carnival.
“The weather and track conditions were
perfect. We ran about 5:40 p.m. and it was
just getting cool. The sun had gone down and
the airquality was great forrunning," Blanton
said.
Maybe Mother Nature was hinting to
Blanton and his team that perhaps this was to
be their day in the sunshine. In fact it was
»Othing but clear blue skies for the women’s
1600 m relay team: Denise Drakes, Carla
Roberts, Sharon Lindo, and Yvonne Bradford.
This fine freshmen quartet came through big
time, winning their secfion with a time of
3:53.57, shattering the school record of
3:58.18. Not satisfied?j Consider that this
time qualified them for the NCAA Champi
onships at the end of May. Still not satisfied?
The time of 3:53.57 was the fastest in the

country in Division IE
track and field.
Dave Fox, Kcyronne
A very proud
Zahir, Lewis Wright,
and W esley Peters
CoachBlantonhad this
to say about yet another
bolted to a 3:28.72 time,
outstanding perfor
which placed them third
in their section.
mance by his women’s
So, at the 97th
1600 m relay team.
running of the Penn
“Once again, these la
Relays, the only meet of
dies have
come
its kind in existence to
through. They’re not
day, MSC capitalized on
only making history,
its opportunity with a
but they’re re-writing
capital“C”. According
it every week and
to SID A1 L an g er’s
they’re all freshmen.
records, this is the first
We just hope that they
Penn Relays Plaque re
stay in their books, re
ceived by the track pro
main healthy and keep
gram in its history.
everything in perspec
Early Tuesday
tive.”
C oach
But the excite Freshmen Sensations. Denise Drakes, Carla Roberts, Sharon Lindo, and Yvonne afternoon
ment didn’t stop there. Bradford, MSC's 1600m relay team, ran a 3:53:57 at the Penn Relays last week. This time Blanton proudly dis
MSC was out to make shattered the old mark of3:58:18andalsowasthe fastest time run in Division HI this year. played the circu lar
wooden plaque his team
the best of this annual
time. This was the second fastest time in the won at Franklin Field, and discussed its sig
running spectacle and it did just that.
The women’s 400m relay team, Denise nation for Division m and also qualified nificance. “If you know something about
Drakes, Shantay Brame, Yvonne Bradford them for the NCAA Championships later this track and you come into my office and see
this plaque hanging, you know you’ve ac
and Shawn Williams, sprinted their way into month.
The men’s 1600 m relay team did complished some thing extra special,"Blanton
the MSC record books, by breaking the old
mark of 49.41 and replacing it with a 49.18 some fine running of its own, as the team of said.

Hot Hawks gaining altitude as playoffs near
By Tom Reid
Staff Writer
The MSC baseball teanl (19-11) is steadily
gaining momentum, winning six out of their
last seven games. “W e’re really playing well
and our defense is playing well,” said slug
ging outfielderDave Kennedy. “Westill have
a long way to go though, but w e’re going in
the right direction.”
MSC took a road trip to the University of
Scranton and came away with a 7-3 victory.
Vinny Henrich pitched a solid seven innings
of seven hit ball in a game which MSC
needed a late game rally to come away with
the victory. With the game tied 3-3 in the
eighth inning, MSC was able to take the lead
when Lee Alston scored on a wild pitch
giving the Hawks a 4-3 lead. In the ninth,
MSC scored three runs, highlighted by Mike
Brandon’s two-run double and Alston’s sac
rifice fly, to give the Hawks some insurance
ruas. Luis Torres pitched the last two innings,
allowing no runs to preserve a 7-3 victory.
MSC next took on Ramapo in a key
Northern division NJAC game. The real story
of the game was MSC pitcher Drew Ryan. He
pitched magnificently, allowing nine hits,
eight of which were lame infield singles,
stifling the Ramapo bats and giving the Hawks
a 5-3 victory at Pittser Field.
In the fourth inning, Kennedy cracked a
home run scoring Joe Critelli to give the Hawks
a 2-0 lead. In the fifth, Timmy North drove
home Steve Antonucci with a single. Then

Brian Wilmotdoubledhome Critelli andNorth
to make the score 5-0. Ramapo was able to cut
the lead to 5-3 on a homerun by catcher Chris
Iannello. Ryan, who over the last two games
had an 18 1/3 scoreless inning streak, was
relieved by Kennedy. He came in and
squashed a bases loaded rally, and blew away
Ramapo with his blazing fastball to preserve
a 5-3 victory.
MSC next took on NJAC foe RutgersCamden in a double-header and swept them,
winning by scores of 9-5 and 10-1.
MSC next took on the defending Division
III national champions, Eastern Connecticut

MSC leftfielder Joe Critelli waits
patiently to take his licks.
at Pittser Field in a thrilling game that lasted
4 hours and 21 minutes and featured 28
walks, 21 hits, seven errors, and 12 pitcheris
between both teams.

MSC scored six runs in the first inning
highlighted by five walks and Brandon’s
three-run double. However, Eastern Con
necticut pecked away at MSC’s lead by scor
ing two runs in the second, three runs in the
third, and four runs in the fourth to take a 97 lead. MSC took advantage of five Eastern
Coryiecticut errors to bring the Hawks to
within one run after five innings, 10-9. East
ern Connecticut then scored two runs in the
eighth inning to take a 12-10 lead. But MSC
fought back in the bottom of the eighth,
highlighted by Critelli’s RBI single, and three
Eastern Connecticut errors accounting for
four unearned runs.
The top of the ninth featured game win
ning dramatics. Winning pitcher Brian Devins
walked the lead-off batter and, after a sacri
fice, Kennedy came in to face Ken Valliere.
Valliere hit a screaming line drive to the
shortstop DiLaurenzio who made a spectacu
lar catch, and flipped the ball to North who
stepped on second for the game ending play,
preserving the 13-12 victory.
MSC next took on arch rival William
Paterson in a game that would have almost
certainly secured a playoff berth for the homefield Hawks. But MSC, obviously emotion
ally drained after the heart stopping Eastern
Connecticut game, played uninspired base
ball, and dropped the game 11-6.
WPC scored three runs in the first, thanks
to two MSC errors and a two-run single by
Keith Eady. MSC answered with three runs
in the bottom of the first, highlighted by Mike
Brandon’s three-run homer, which scored

Critelli and Wilmot. In the second, Ron Moore
scored on a two base error to give MSC the
lead 4-3. But WPC scored one in the third,
two in the fourth, one in the sixth, and four in
the seventh, highlighted by Joe Carter’s three
run triple. DiLaurenzio had a two-run single
in the sixth, but it wasn’t enough and WPC
won 11-6.
MSC next took on Dominican College
and the story of the game was Hawk pitcher
Greg Fonmisano who pitched eight innings of
five hit ball. “My forkball was working really
well and I got a lot of ground balls,” Formisano
said after the game.
Kennedy hit two homeruns and drove in
four runs, and Pallino hit a three-run homerun
to power MSC to an 18-4 blowout. Brandon
also homered and Wilmot finished with three
RBI.
HAWK NOTES . Dave Kennedy has
been getting a lot of attention from Major
League scouts lately. Although he has Major
League power at the plate, scouts seem to like
him as a pitcher. He has been clocked at 92
MPH with his fastball. “I ’m a little nervous
when I ’m warming up, but once I’m in the
game, I forget about the scouts,” says
Kennedy. Kennedy also set MSC’s single
season record with five saves and leads the
team with 11 homeruns....Drew Ryan had an
18 1/3 scoreless inning streak broken in the
seventh inning against R am apo...Rob
DiLaurenzio appears to have taken hold of
the shortstop position with his defensive and
offensive play over the last three games.

